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New System for 
By Dianne Williams · 
Pre-registration_ proce~se, 
will be coming up within _the 
next few weeks at IC, but will 
not be the· same this semester 
· as it has been in the past. 
· The new syste)J1 in effect 
will be a. great deal easier IOI 
student, according tn IC 
e!!istrar John - Stanton. -
hough students will havL.,tn 
al;e- the time to familiarize 
hemsclves with the new 
rocedure and pre-registration 
· ·orm, Stanton said that once 
the methods arc underqood, 
rhe new svqern will be much 
nore beneficial to student in 
heir Cl1ur~e ~election. 
The new form for pre-
re!.!i,trat ion ha, several advan-
taees according to Stanton. 
'l·i'i·st, he said, because onl~ 
one form must be filled out in-
-stead of numerous cards, the 
students will save time. The 
-tudent indentification num-
ber used on the form will hL· 
the \<Kial ,ecuritv number in-
qead of I he ID number used in 
1he past. 
Stanton also ,aid thi, 
met hod give, students a wider 
,election of courses and a bet-
ter chance of getting electives. 
With this new sy<aem, student, 
can list alternathe cour<.e 
choices if fir,t choice cour~e, 
arc dosed. 
The crucial point in this IIL'\\ 
proce" is, according 111 Stan-
ton, making ,urc the studcilt 
chooses coui;ses based on 
• • - I ,S.. 
.. 
. . 
which means studenh can 
come on the hour or the half-
hour on any of the date~ 
Stanton added that all mom, 
will be open on all si\ 11i~hts. 
An additional inl'orrnation,ll 
meetinl! will be helcl f,,r 
studeni, on the ,ystern on Fri .. 
Oct. 23 in Science 302 at 11 . 
a.m. At that time, specific 
\\uest ions will be an5wered by 
t 1e regi~trar staff. 
The rea,oning behind the 
,witch to thi~ new 5ys1em, ac-
cording to Stanton, stems· 
from the new UNIVAC 
SI udent information computer 
svsrem th.~t was purcha,ed bv 
the wlll'!.!C la~, February. The 
new computer will serve 
nurnerou<. offices on campu, 
for compiling and recording 
<;tudent information. Stanton 
,aid the system has an optical 
,can reader which u,es the new 
registration sheets instead of, 
the old card 5ystem. Stanton 
~aid there is still a great deal of -
de\'cloping to do with the new 
,;;y<;tcm, but that it dill already 
begin in service on Oct. ~-
A<; for the specific date<; in 
-.... the prc-re~ist rat ion process: 
· Stanton said the student ad-
vising proces<; and turning in 
of forms will take place bet-. 
wocn (kt. 28 and Nrn. 5. 
Cour,L' listing,;; \\ ilt he 
available bv Oct. 23. All 
·, "hLTb mu<t he i11 11, the 
n·!!i,11 a1 's office b~ 5 p.m. 011 · 
Nu\'. S. Stanton cmpha,i1ccl . 
Eric SandSl<>rm the fact that there i, no time 
priority. Students should 
rel}jster for their major Registrar John Stanton demonstrates use of new student computer information terminal tb . 
· bl! used in the pre-registration process. · · - · 
: advantage in turning-in thl' · 
sheets earlv in terms of cour,e 
'availahilitv. requirements fir,t, their minor 
requirements second, and then 
their electives, he said. 
Therefore, Stanton said, 
students should list their cour-
ses in term, of priority before 
filling uut the form. The 
cour~es will be scheduled bv 
the computer in thl' listecl 
priority seqUL·m:e, '>aid Stan-
ton. He added that the 
students· should not schedule 
electi\·es fir,t in hope, nf get-
lJl;.! into small '>ections - of 
ourses because this could in 
fact prevent tlie student from 
eing - '>Cheduled in his/her 
aiOJ courses due to connicts. 
- Campus 
Stanton '>ail! this new 
procedure does nnt guarantee 
student, cour,e5 any more-
than the prL·vious ,ystcm, but 
it docs p1ovide for µrealer 
alter native choice, in pre-
re!!i,tration. 
·As is the ca5e with any new 
,nethod< "There will always 
hl' di,p111es a~ tn whether it's 
gone.I or bad," nccordin!.! to 
<.;1anto11. But St nt11n saia he 
frc1, this w~tci looks to be a 
(asler and · ·1~ier way to 
prercgiste1 fn courses at JC .. 
P.a-rking= 
Stantnn ,aid there will be 
plcntv of: oJiportunitie~ for 
'-tude'nts ll1 familiarize themsel 
vc\ w11h the -;ystem before p,·e-
registration. A specific set of 
inqructions for the new 
proceclu,e will be printed in-
,ide the front cover of the 
·cour~e listin!.! imtruction letter 
\'ia in1ercan1pus mail after 
Oc:t. 21: Off-campu, students 
can pick up a copy of the lctt•~r 
at the reg,~trar's office, 'Stan-
t Oil \aid · 
The IC faculty and 
' ' An In eon v.enience9~ 
,_ ,,,,.,. ,. 
-· . .. : . -
--
· · MoildatY morning hi the Union parking_lot. 
Eric Plickert 
,ecretarie, will have oppor-
llrnitics io learn about.the new 
system at IT!eetinps sch~dulecl 
bv the registrar s office as 
well. This, according to Stan-
ton, ,l111uld allow student ad-
visor, tP learn the proper 
procedure, for pre-registering. 
Vicll'otape information 
,e'>Sio11, on the ,ystem will be 
on Oct. 27,28,29 and Nov. 
2,3,4 from 6 to 7 p.m. in 
Friend, IO I, 102,207,210 and 
308. ·The pre'>entations will 
run one-half hour in len th 
All ,chedulin!.! will be done 
in the senior-frc,;;hman 
~equcnce, he said. S: udents 
can pick up their schedule, on 
Nov. 20 at the registrar', of-
fice. Anv '>tudenh who dl1 nnt 
!.!L'I thl'ir- dc<;ired cour~e~ will 
then be instructed 011' 11(\w to 
submit their ,ecm1d reque,1, Ill 
round twL) of the prL'-
regi'1ration proCe's\. I ill' 
detail~ llf the ,econd round a1, 
not ddinitc at thi, tillll. :1 
cordin!.! to Stanton. 11,,_. 
sec\1nct' semester .,,viii hC!!lll l •11 
Jan, 11 with re!.!iqration dav 
scheduled for st1n. , .Ian. 10. · 
By Lern-y Johnson lot." French professor Fran-
There is an overwl-ielming coise Gebhart said "There is a 
dissatisfaction with parking on problem with parking on cam-
campus. Many students,· pus. If you arrive at ten to the 
faculty and administrators are hour and try to teach on the 
greatly concerned that there hour you are out of luck. That 
are not enough convenient is why I'm forced to come 
parking spaces. much earlier to ensure that I 
Some of the concern is find a parking space." 
<;:iared in all three groups. "If John Maceli, math 
you are here before IO a.m., professor, commented "!have 
)OU can find a spot easily, but problems getting a space in the 
after that it's impossible, even faculty lot, but I always find a 
in "s" lot, "according to spot in "s" lot." · 
senior Dina Cohen. Jeff Lou Withiam, director of 
Tuck, a senior management safety and security, said "I 
major, said "It takes me--at •have taken a survey during the 
least 10 minutes to find a spot, peak hours and: found that 
---by then I'm usually late for there arc at-least 50 to 60 spot\ 
class." Amy Rashin, a, senior in "s" and "M" lots. So, 
management major, added, I there are parking !>paces, but 
reached campus at 10:45 a.m. they may not be in the mo'>t 
and I tried to find a parking desired place~." 
spClt in "w" lot, "n" ,01, and Dr. Rich.ir<lcorrenti, vit:c 
the Union lot, un-til I finally president of Student Affair., 
found, the last space in ."s" continued on pa~e 5 
Page? 
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INQ·UIRER: 
• • .... J + J 
Do you think campus parking is adequate? 
Eric Dotz '83 Bio 
You can never find a parking 
place. I( you arc a Senior you 
have to park in Slot. 
Hanen · 'M4 Spee~h 
Comm. 
No, I can never find a spot in 
the morning, they should sci 
aside more spaces for com-
muters. 
erry Fine '84 Accounting 
Hi Mom. I would like it to be 
· better, bur I am content. I 
on'r mind walking. 
-
Melissa True '82 Bio 
There isn't enough space but, 
parking wars can be fun. 
Andrea Maitinsky '83 Speech 
Path 1 
I think everyone should blow 
up their Trans-Ams and start 
walking. 
~~ 
Dianne Kurowski Graduate Mike Coole~· '82 Rio 
Thi: bus finds a spot 
nwrning 
cvcr.y Speech Path. · 
Crowded, I am surprised you 
have to pay, I don't know 
what to do about it. 
THE ITHACAN -Octooer !,5, ~981 
\. 
Taking the standardized Scholastic Aptitude 
Tests has probably been one of the least exciting 
or enjoyable experiences of anyone's pre-college 
years. 
It seemed unfair and almost cruel to expect 
students to attempt to recall every math ~,roblem 
and vocabulary word the~r had learned since · 
grade school days. 
Since 1963, the scores on the SATs have been 
steadily declining. Much discussion and debate 
among educators was the result of loui~r scores. 
"Why can't Johnny read?" became the question of 
educational circles. . 
According to the College Entrance Examination 
Board, the SAT scores of last year were the first 
scores which failed to decline since 1968. 
This year's average scores remained the same 
as last year's, with an average math score of 466 
an·d an average verbal score of 424. 
The possible reasons for the stable test scores 
could be due to efforts in secondary schools to 
improve educati9nal programs. After years of 
hearing educators criticize acad~mic quality, ·it is 
difficult to fathom that any truly significant 
changes have been made in recent years. 
An advisory panel in 1975 speculated that the 
declining scores were due to the increasing num· 
ber of college applicants from deprived academic 
backgrounds, plus a general slippage in high 
school academic standards. 
Further speculation criticized the effects of 
television on students preventing them from im· 
proving reading skills. • 
The actu~l reasons have yet to be determine~ 
though speculation continues. , 
I • Forthose who feared the SAT's because ofthetr 
ability to classify your intelligence level, take 
heart. Even those who are intelligent enough to. 
tell you you're dumber tha11 students of previous 
generations cannot explain why you are getting 
dumber. And for those who really love insults, 
th~re are always the GRE's to look forward to. 
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Album Controversy-~ bb - h .. h' 99 a- a.ca:.-~ 
To the Editor, 
We have just read Rob 
Cushing's rip-into review of 
the new Genesis album, 
abacab, and we wonder if Mr. 
Cushing listened to ,the same -
album that we have. 
First off, ·Mr. Cushing is so 
obviously biased against 
progressive rock (no art rock, 
please) that he· should either 
give up reviewing progressive 
bands, or just review them as 
to whether they wrote good 
music within their field, and 
did it add to their own 
repetoir~. Reviewed from this 
standpoint, abacab _fulfills 
such criteria. 
Secondly, Mr. Cushing's 
writing r:tyle is, to say the 
least, questionable. For 
example, "art rock" is a fun 
alternative to what boring 
music? Not mainstream rock? 
Surely a record reviewer 
would not bad-mouth the 
dominant form of music 
today, so what does he mean? 
Also he seems to have iikcd · 
Genesis with Steve Hackett 
and Peter Gabriel, but the they 
"split the coop" (?), and 
at least Phil Collins had the 
decency. to stick around. God 
knows why-Collins has said on 
nuinrous occasions that he en-
joys Genesis and would leave 
if he did not. His solo album 
was an outlet of creativity into 
·musical areas that Genesis as a 
ban~ has not explored. Also, 
this · paragraph seems to in-
dicate that Mike Rutherford 
and Tony Bank'> are sub-
equals. AJI but three cuts on 
abacab are co-written hy aJI 
three musicaians, and those 
other three cuts are solo works 
by each. 
Next, if you cannot under-
stand what Collins is singing, 
how do you- know that the 
lyrics are repetitive and 
stupid? 
Over-production? Does this 
mean too many <tracks , or-
that the trncks are too elean? 
Cleanliness of tracks is a mat-
tcr of taste, but except for 
"No Reply At All, it is an 
hone~t show of the three talen-
t<; (one doubling bass/guitar, 
and one doubling 
drums/voice, a rarity in con~ 
temporary music). 
The "introduction" to "No 
Reply At All'' is- actually the 
ending of the title cut. The 
Earth Wind and Fire horns 
come in at the beginning of 
"No Reply ... ". / for 
arrangement, the horn:. were 
arranged by Tom Tom '84, 
who did the horn arrangemen-
ts on Phil Collin's solo album, 
and who does all the EWF 
horn arrangements. It would 
be hard to miss that down-
beat as the beµinni_ng of a new 
song, Unle~s Olll' Were Writing 
notes during it. But a really 
good reviewer would nnt do 
that, would he? 
That paragraph about 
"Who Dunnit" was master-
ful. He took a swipe at two 
(really three) son!:!S in one 
' 
shot. He did not tell us the 
title(s) of the preceding cuts 
and he did no! tell us what was 
wrong with either "Who Dun-
nit" or "Dodo/Lurker", the 
cuts that precede it. "Who 
Dunnit" is just fun, that's a!I, 
no nHlre. If you want to look 
fo1 lyrical depth, 
"Dodo/Lurker" contains a 
storv of fear and alienation 
that· we arc ).Ure passed right 
by Mr. Cushing's scribbing 
hand. Musically, this cut 
show~ the strength of the band 
as individuals and as a unit. 
CPIIins is one of th~ most 
mu,ically oriented drummers 
in our time. Banks, while this 
i, not his greatest effort. does 
e'l:plore new area~ and con-
tinues to grow as a musician. 
On bass, Mike Rutherford- is 
one of the most underrated 
pla, e, ~ in music today, on 
g11iwr, the improvement he 
shows from one album to the 
nextr is amazing. . 
Also, ·abacab was not a con-
tractual obligation album. 
They aU but own their label, 
Charisma, and A!lantic all but 
falls over ther..;elvcs to get im-
port rights to the United 
States. If Genesis was ever to 
have problem~ with Charisma, 
they could be picked up 
anywhere. (Perhaps Pa~sport, 
~ince they have all recorded 
for them already). 
Lastly, the title of the ar-
tick. Side two of abacab is 
t hL' creativity, cohesiveness, 
and intL'rdependcnce between 
the thrL'e members. In the new 
Genesis tradition started with 
Duke, abacab is a strong step 
forward in musical creattvny 
and in the collective careers of 
the mus1c1ans known as 
GENFSlS_ 
Sincerely, 
Charles L. Sie!!fried 
Scott J. Jazmin 
Inside Ithacan : Editor 9s View 
Interview produced by Joe Halpern 
Recently Jim Leech, President of Student Congress, 
suggested that the Ithacan explain more about itself to its 
readers. "People need to know the behind-the-seen.? story, " 
leech suggested fast Tuesday. 
In an effort to inform the Ithaca College commu!Jity about 
some little known aspects of the Ithacan, Editor.,,i,n-Chief 
Dianne Williams has answered several questions concerning 
the workings of a student newspaper. 
Here is that interview in its entirety: 
Ithacan: What do you think are the responsibilities of a 
school newspaper? 
Williams: Well there are a number of different respon-
sibilities of functions of a campus paper. First, the paper 
should provide a forum for the tc community on all campus 
activities and issues. That includes faculty and s~aff, as well 
as students. A newspaper -like this one should also allow 
students to publish thdr writing and photographs, and also 
the Ithacan tries to cover current campus issues. 
Ithacan: Do youJeel the lthaean is doing a good job in those, 
areas? - · 
·Williams: Yes l'do, although as with any publication that is 
totally -run by students, there is a lot of room for im-
•provement. The Ithacan staff is comprised of students who 
spend a great deal of time working for the publication. 
That's not an easy thing to do _especially with classes. 
Adequate staffing has always been a problem for the Ithacan, 
it's a big job putting out a publication every week and for 
students its often a learning experience which makes_ the 
process even slower. Very simply, it's just not easy to find 
good people ~ho are dedicated enough to put in the time for 
the paper. 
Ithacan: How do you hope to improve the Ithacan? 
Williams: The Ithacan has made a number of internal 
clianges in an attempt to inprove the quality of the paper. We_ 
now have a campus advisory board which is made up of local 
professional5iifaculty members and some IC administrators. 
That's -not a board which has any editorial power, but h does 
help with advice on some of our organizational problems. 
We also have formal policy and procedure guidelines for the 
first time in recent,-years. Overall, we're just working on 
organizing our staff and procedures so that we can put out a -
consistent product every week:· Credibility for the Ithacan--
has been olw in th~ past :: w~'re trying to build that credibility 
back up.- · 
·- _Ithacan: How are the cd.ito~~ politjes decided on? 
Williams: The editorial policies are not. really well defined 
and ·1 think that's' a good thing. we· reserve the right to com-
. r, ... - ,., .. ~ , ,. . , - . 
ment on any issue that has on-campus relevance in our weekly 
editorials. It's not that we expect our opinion to be widely 
held all :he time. Just like any editorial, ours arc written in an 
attempt to evoke a response or opinion from the readers. 
Ithacan: what do you hope to achieve as editor-in-•chief' of 
the lth:ican? 
Williams: There arc a number o'f specific things I'm working 
on in order to help give the Ithacan strong ·bases. Most of all, 
I'm hoping to get the paper orgnize(! enough to be a credible 
weekly that has a sound journalistic base. That's no easy 
task, but I don't think it's unreali~tic. The Ithacan has a lot 
of potential to be a really good paper. It takes a great deal of 
time from the whnle staff as well as myself, but it·~ worth the 
effort. -
t,d1tor-m-ch1et 
Williams 
Senior 
by Peeka Bunnell 
The senior class officers are 
planning many fun-filled even-
ts for the class of 82. 
President- Bill Meinel, V.P:-
Sue Buczkowski, Secretary-
Mira Leland, and Treasurer-
- Scott Follett are all working 
hard to make our senior year 
the best! 
Upcoming activities include 
the sale of senior stickers, but-
tons, and -Bomber hats. These 
items will be on sale at the 
football games and seniors: be 
prepared to go wild in the 
senior section during the foot-
ball game on l:lalloween. · 
On· October 24, the seniors 
will sponsor a car wash at the 
Mobile station near Pyramid_ 
Mall off Route 13. The t'ime is 
10 A.M. to 3 P.J\.'.l. so drive on 
th-rough and support the 
Senior class. 
at the Ilegistrar'3. any one in-
terested_ in joining the year-
book staff· contact Pai.Ila 
Giovinazzo:-· editor of year-
book '82,at277-0128 
Weekend 
It's vitally important to take _ 
care of these commitments as 
soon as possible.' 
Bill Meinel said, "As the 
year progresse~ we look for-
ward to more involvement 
from our senior class mem-
bers. "SENIORS! Get IN-
VOLVEDwith your class 
committees and acitivities. 
Watch for posted events in the 
"Thacan" or in the Union on 
the bulletin board designated 
for seniors! 
Senior weekend will take place 
on November 6,7, and8. On 
fund raiser for senior week in 
!he spring. Also, the seniors of 
'82 plan to enter into the 
Guinness Book of World 
Records· 
Important reminders for the 
seniors are: l. sign up for 
senior pictures at the Union 
desk. 2. apply for graduation 
Fall Break 
friday, the weekend will kick by Jane H. Larkworthy 
off with the traditional- 200 lt"s Frid;;y and it's 12:00 
days party at the North Forty. noon. You rush back to your 
Saturday will be the last senior room after your I I :00 clas~ 
section and home game and and it's a mess. The summer 
sunday the festivities will end clothes and winter hats _and 
with a road rally(treasure hunt mittnes that were once stuffed 
throughout Ithaca) in your 'suitcase under _your 
Upcoming events 'include a bed and-now in a heap on ~our 
Holiday Semi-Formal at the bed. Your suitcm,e and knap-
Statler Inn on December4. A sack are standing in the middle 
Big Band's night-ea-sponsored · of the room. The floor ,., 
with SAB, which would be a I Ci!nunued on pa~e 6 
/ . 
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William Murphy A. Man.In His Own ''Class'' 
By/Brian Walsh 
"Almost everyone who 
knew Bill Murphy has a Mur-
phy story," explained Dean 
Howard Brown, of the School 
of Business. "Either you 
lov.ed him or hated him - there 
was no inbetween." One of 
Dean Brown's favorite Mur-
phy story is about a time 
Professor Murphy got into an 
argument with a female 
professor. His way of 
apologizing was by sending 
her a dozen roses and a small 
note saying how sorry he was -
along with a bill for the roses. 
-· _ William.Murphy was a full 
professor in the School of 
Business. He died August 20, 
1981. At the end of Spring 
semester 1981 Murphy was 
granted a full one year sab-
batical leave.due to his 
sickness. His death still come 
as a shock to many of the 
people who knew him. 
Prior to his teaching career 
at Ithaca College, Professor 
Murphy worked in private in-
dustry. At one time he owned 
a gambling casino in Nevada. 
At another point in time he 
worked with his father -in a 
manufacturing • company, 
which produced wallpaper and 
wallpaper products. 
Professor Murphy joined 
Ithaca's School of Business in 
August ·of 1966. He was a full 
,2;ofessor of Finance,uu~~an-
Students from around 
Florida are organizing to fight 
a state law, just okayed .by a 
local judge, that effectively 
prohibits student groups from 
''advocating or recommen-
ding" any s9rt of sex outside 
_,. 
marnage. 
Some_ student leaders hc;,pe 
to force a shutc )WO with state 
lawmakers th .. t would make 
legislators either repeal the 
Jaw, or shut down all the 
public colleges in the state. 
The · law-~known as the 
Trask-Bush Amendment--
prohibits giving state aid tc 
any public college or univer-
sity that recognizes student 
groups that, in turn, "ad-
titative Management and- , stood on your own ground 
computer areas. - Ithaca , -because he -made y9ou stand 
College was the only college at _ on your own." Professor 
which he taught. His own _-, Murphy wanted students to 
educational backround in- -- state their opinions and fight 
eludes a BS from· Nevada for them. This is where he 
University and a Masters made the difference, because 
degree from Clarkson. he was the one to fight ~ith. 
Those people who knew Another fact that many will 
professor Murphy or had him never forget was •his in-
~s a professor could often fatuation with gambling Ac-
describe him as being nothing cording to Dean Brown, 
but a character-in class and Professor -Murphy would of- -
out. 
ten act as an "unofficial"con-
sultant in the stockmarket and 
casino gambling to students. -
What was even more astoun-
ding about Professor' Murphy 
was that if a student had an 
idea about buying stock in the 
stockmarket he· himself would 
often try it. 
Professor Murphy was the 
type of '_man who worked 
behind the scenes of the 
Business School. Some of his 
more notable contributions to 
the department were being a 
proponent for both the Finite 
Math course and Quantitative 
Methods in Management 
course. Professor Murphy was 
also collaberating with Marty 
Sternste, of the Math depar-
tment, on writing a math book 
for business students. Unfor-
tunately, due to his sickness he 
was unable to make any head-
. way on the book. 
In a class of his, Professor 
Murphy was more likely to be 
, rude and crude, rather than 
eloquent and sophisticated. 
He was also very "crusty" 
towards female member of his 
class. One student said, "He 
raised a lot of Hell in class. 
Four letter words were his 
favorite." 
Woul~n't you rather 
Some people liked this 
aspect of professor Murphy's 
personality. There were others 
who .hated it. But to all who 
knew him, crudeness and 
redeness was a Murphy 
trademark. 
There was one thing 
Professor Murphy demanded 
from his students and it was to 
hold them responsible for their 
own growth and development. 
Steve Beck, a former student 
of Professor Murphy's,said 
"He was very intimidating 
towards his class. But you 
WA fM\M 16 
vacate sexual relations bet-
ween unmarried persons." 
The measure effectively bans 
all gay student groups from 
Florida campuses. 
A Florida state judge last 
week upheld the law, which 
passed the state legislature last 
spring as an amendment to an 
appropriations bill. 
Judge John Rudd ruled that 
"educational funds are to be 
·used to educate students, not 
to support a forum that affects 
the moral climate on state 
universities." 
Rudd was ruling in a case 
brough by the State Depar-
tment of Education, which 
fly Marine? 
/ 
Our new<'st;. . . the ·-.upcr~on i c, 
multimissinn IF-18 Hornet 
\\"c ,,1,· L•0k i.ng fo1: a f~w qo,1d men who can t .11--.,· ,11ar ·11J.l l,,::·1· l"o · 1 · 
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The Few. The Proud. The Marines. 
SAUE IYIONEY IUITH -,a-HE-OUT FOOD 
FROM. OUR DELI and- BAKERY- DEPTa! 
*OVERSIZE SANDWICHES 
·1rSUPER SUBS 
* PIZZA BEER SODA,. 
/- -1:rREADY TO EAT MACARONI SALAD 
.-1:rCOOKIES. ROLis & BREAD· 
Saturdays Til Midnight • Sundiiys- ·s am ~ 6-pm -
FOOD STORES 7 42 -.s. Mea·dow St_., lth,iacq:. 
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IC Board 
Meet 
of - Trustee§ 
Aga~n 
By Liz Cost~polou_s .. need for ·more student input completed. Construction on 
The Ithaca College Board of on the committees. Because the building is running on 
Trustees met Oct.2 at the most of the major dedsions schedule and it will be ready 
board ·room in Job Hall. are made in the committees, he · for the spring semester of 
Steve Hansler, student trustee, would -like to see a student 1983. 
said the major topics of representative appointed to The Board reported that 
discussi_on were about a profile each one. Hansler is currently 4720 full time .equivalent 
done on the Board members, compiling a proposal for this students arc currently atten-
and new academic building idea.- He said he feels positive ding Ithaca College. Hansler 
and student enrollment. ~bout his proposal and hopes said this figure is slightly \. - ... 
The Board of Trustees meets - to have it ready for submission higher that last years. He ad- Sludenl 'l',·ustee Ste,e Hansler 
three times a year:in the fall, by feb. 18, when the Board ded that, on ·the basis of thousand for a Leonard Job , Hansler a~ded that after the 
mid-February and the weekend will meet again. , · academic standings, the schol~rship. Hansler said the board. meet mg there was. a 
before Commencement. Hansler said 34 percent of -quality of the students has in- basis for the distribution of reception to help aqua1111 
· Hansler said 'the Board is the construction on the new creased. the Job scholarship money has ·student leaders with the Board 
make up of about 2J mem- :a;ca;d~e;m~i;c~b~u;il~d~in~g~h~a
2
s~b::.e:el'll:n:i:==T~h;e~B~o;a;rd~;se~t~a;s;·1d~e:::· ~$~l;O~n~o~tciy~e~t ~b~eein~d~e~t:ier~m~in~e~d~. ~==-~m~e:m~b;;er~s~-:i.i=mm:i:iiiiic,ii~ bers. These members are , -.. -- .• 
divided into six committees: 
Resource,Finance and Invest-
ment, Education Policy, ' 
Trusteeship, Buildings and 
Grounds and the Executive 
committee. 
The people who serve on 
these committees 'are IC aium-
- ni, business· leaders, lawyers 
and faculty and staff ·,mem-
bers. Hansler is on the student 
representative and serves on 
. the Resource committee. 
Hansler said the Board is 
concerned with finances, 
raising money and establishing 
a budget for the ~allege. He 
added they arc the ultimate 
decision making body. 
Hansler said he feels the-
Parking-
, Continued from page 1 
said, "It is a matter ul' incon-
venience. Many people try to 
park as close to the class 
rooms-as possible, where there 
. is a slim chance of them fin-
ding a parking space." 
·stcve Wright, vice president 
of student/campus affairs for 
student 'government, also 
· thinks that there is a problem 
with parking and has ~ sub-
committee working on some 
possible solutions. The com-
mittee suggested that security 
enforce the stickers more· 
carefully, limiting the mumber 
of stickers to ·the number of 
spaces- on campus and maybe 
extend some of the lots or-
building a new ·one. "We 
want to make the :;ystem work 
.the best possible way it can", 
said Wright. · 
· Many students, faculty and 
administrators · also have 
suggestions. Amy Rashin, 
-said "They should build a new 
,o·i, by ~he tennis court and the 
front cntrance.' 1._ -Ira .Brous; 
economics professor · <;aid, 
"They should. build a parking 
garage on _"w"- lot so, that you-
don't have -to .take' up _any 
more ground space:it wiWalso 
protect.the carS' h1J't!ewinter. ''. · 
Anthony Taras, · fr~nch-
prof essor said, ''There fs -so· 
, much -space, and one ·of· the 
thin_gs .they'.~_ d~:is, ti!!~~~ 
-some":gravel on·'s~me .eJ_ .~ . 
.-:·,,::\ ·Jaucf_.,tiy:, .tJ)e ·_ so.c~~{t:;ij¢hi:.-~f 
'- :--:. ':{ .. "tAAt;.:0Ji~ r;~~~e-~~i 
-· ,_· ~.·;·"'<.•',.; ..... :~"",.·~··· ,{~,. •. ,,. :.-,·_-.;_.. ~ianAl'C - ,.I."'_ 
-~ ... ~Q~~gfj;·,--;]·, . <. -=->.s:--.-~:--~"·,/,···':,<;f_! 
-·.~r:.;_,!: ·c:ars.o ..;:_·r •. : 11.~.(':. ~~~~t,~·, -:~~ 
',·,· ~,··.,::.: , ·,:·-:;;.-,--.,~·""ilJ'.'::'~.;;/·1ai:': 
-?~-~ ... e ·· .~ .. --:.·'-~."! ~,-v/t,':=::i, ~~·--~tl,\ 
..... -'.;~ ~~t)·r~orf,~;,i-~iahtlt;~--:: 
.. ~: ~iew'>Slie':said··-'~a:sreat-
. ,,_ ,. ..fuiny' car_i \ shQ~'.','tliaf-ltltaeit 
·,Cq)Jege. i~,p~osper,ou.f an,~ ,.l~m. 
-r_tf ,_. ". -abo th ("'· ·- . -, .. ·-·n, 
-~~~-,--_ --~~-. ~- '::,::_:·:.·: ,::.~_·, .. :; 
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<CHOOSE YOUR 
<COA'Jf WEJEK 
SALEi 
At Our 3 Stores! 
And Jacket Now Onu 
Sale! 
Now is the time to buy that warm 
. Winter- coat you've been eyeing ... 
_ because now they're all on sale. And i> what styles! · Classic wools in solids 
.. }~ flt ' and tweeds and high-style down 
/·>1'" ·' · in jacket and full length designs. 
By such famous names as 
_/{~- . · London F~g, Junio~ Galler_y, 
/1(~~ ,1,.. Woolr1ch, Bonme Cashin 
i~ ... . and more. Hurry ... 
before blizzards bluster in. 
J.,:~ 
----.· ii e:t'-----=' r. -w , 
~~ 
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Pttge6• THElTHACAN 
to . · R·eview . 
R~onm ··Assignnients. 
by Peeka Bunnell and Diane representative. -
Vaccaro The Task Force in response one of th·e· more fair 
The Room Assignment Task to these problems have con- measurements in alleviating 
Force for Residential Life has tracted approximately fifteen the problems. 
been meeting weekly since the different colleges and un:.,. .. r,. Another focus of the Task 
beginning of the school year. · sities about their room Force is investigation of 
One of their top priorities assignment processes. In each students reactions to the 
was to review the room interview, it was evident that locating.of freshperson·s on the· 
assignment lottery ,process. each of the schools experien- lower quads. Also, they are 
Last· March, many problems ced many · of the same looking into the possibility of 
such as long lines,. cheating problems and did not -have providing greater selection· to 
and absentee selections prom-- solutions. those students interested · in 
pted the review. -- As well, the :rask Force living in designated triple 
The task force if comprisea found that these schools are rooms. 
: Continuedfrompage3. 
~ovei-;c( with various obj;cts: 
sneakers, pants you decided 
not to bring, empty record 
jackets, and bits of cookie and 
pizza crumbs in the carpet. 
Your room is in a shambles· 
but you couldn't care less. 
You're going home. 
Your ride should pick you 
up in 5-10 minutes so you head 
to the _parking lot where you 
and the rest of the car load had 
planned to meet. Finally, after 
what seems to be an hour, ihe 
car pulls up. You eagerly 
squeeze your- luggage into !he 
trunk apd climb into your seat 
in the back. You· pay your 
share of gas money an,d you're 
off. October Break has begun. 
Students- hold different 
feelings towards our first 
-break. For some, especially 
freshpeople, it's a chance to 
. . 
finally ' cure that contagious' 
disease called -homesickness. 
You have 5 big days to be · 
spoiled by good home-cooking 
and trips to the shopping mall 
to spend Mom and Dad's 
money to get everything you 
forgot- io buy over the summer 
which you now find you 
desperately · need(popcorn-
. popper, the new Stone's· 
album. a goose-down coat for 
those famous Ithaca Wint~rs, 
and of course mega-amounts 
of munchies!) 
For others it's a time for the 
good ol'gossip wi~h your 
hometown buddies. They· can 
tell you who .the new couples 
are and show you their new 
discoveries of the area's hot 
spots. You can brag about all 
the "good-looking upper-
classmen" who -you're already 
of Bill Perkins, assistant direc- _ also at the over capacity level Bill Perkins said he en-
tor of housing operations, and many did not provide courages students to contact 
Frank Lamas, assistant in rebates for tripled and lounged the members of the Task Force 
charge of judicial affairs, Tim students. in order to voice their concerns 
Faughnan, Landon Hall head An alternative proposed by the and suggestions for the lottery 
resident, Ned Waterbury, Up- Task Force is to use a random process. Perkins added that 
per Terraces resident director, assignment lottery system. "the. process will most likely 
Carol Dewald, Union facilities The data processing depar- remain fundamentally the t------------------..;... ___ ..,.. __ 
coordinator; Nancy Gillilend, tment would assign students same. It appears to be the secret the rider was intended to legislate morality." 
student government represen- random lottery numbers. The eusiest and the fairest for the disperse gay groups on Florida "The right of speech is hot 
tative; and Jean Haas, student Task Force believes this to be students.?' campuses... absolute," Rep. Bush objects. 
-------------------------------------<i "No state dollars should be "We're not permitted to slan-
-· Continuedfrom~Page4 
claims the law inhibits free 
speech. 
claims South Florida student Moral Majority attempting to used for the promotion ·of der, defame, or urinate on the 
"body President Ken Richter. impose its morality on homosexuality," Bush asserts. -sidewalk. We limit speech a 
In response to the ruling, 
the University of South 
Florida student government 
passed a resolution "ad-
vocating and recommending 
sexual relations between per-
sons not married to each 
other." 
"Under the specifics of Trask- lawmakers," South Florida's "That's what the amendment great deal in Florida. Respon-
Bush, either the ad- Richter contends. "The is all about. If gay organizers sible restrictions are entirely 
ministration will have to throw governor had the choice- of desire to advocate alternative proper. 
us out of our office space, or either approving the amendm- lifestyles, they'll do it without "I don't undersJ:and why 
face having its funds cut off. ent or vetoing the entire ap- the taxpayers' money." . it's all such a big problem to 
We don't think it'll go that propriations bill. There was Bush claims his amendment him," Kiziarian says ·or Bush. 
far, but we need a court test." no middle ground." "simply upholds act already "He's never attended any of 
"We want to find out if the "The amendment was prohibited by state .laws on our groups. He's never tried 
Student governments at 
both Florida State and the 
University of Florida quickly 
adopted the same resolution in 
an admitted attempt to force a 
test case for Trask-Bush. 
legislature wants to shut down originally voted down on a unnatural sex. The legislature to contact anyone about who 
the entire· university system," voice vote," recalls Dr. Lucy has the absolute right to ap- or what we are. Gay is just a 
adds Geoff Smith, director of Kiziarian of· the Gay Peer propriate or not appropriate knee-jerk, dirty word to him". 
Florida· State's Center for Par- Organization at Florida State. funds on this matter." "So many people are scared 
ticipant Education. "But when it was put to an on- Kiziarian feels the issue is there are groups out 
"There are individual eforts the-record vote, the legislators not the legislature's rights. promoting mass conversion to 
The resolution would 
probably "outlaw student 
govememnt on_ campus if the 
letter of the law is followed," 
going on toward this end on voted for it. They just didn'tr "The legislature is reflecting homosexuality," she laments. 
every state campus. W,,e want . want to be on the record with (the amendment's) advocates' • "Gayness has much Jess to do 
to bring them all together. It's thl!. home folks as having sup- Il_lOral and religious views, as · with sexuality than it does with 
a case of ac~deraj.c f,eedom ported homosexuality." well as political. No one there self-identity .. It's a question of 
and freedom of speech.?' Amendment co-sponsor seems williog to face the issue basic minority rights." 
"It's the old' story ·of the ; Rep. Tom Bush makes, no . as" to who. has the right to 
THE CALIFORN.IA WESTERN SCHOOL OF LAW 
WILL BE REPRESENTED BY: 
PROFESSOR R.W. CAMPBELL 
ON: THURSDAY, OCTOBER, 22nd 
FROM: I :30-8:30pm. 
**For /\fore Information Contact The Qffice Of 
Career Planninl!. 
AD-ELPHI UNIVERSITY'S 
PREPARATION COURSE 
o 40 hr. course- live lectures 
e in-class practice exams 
e audio tape library 
o GUARANTEE: If you don't score 
600, take the next course FREE · 
NOW offered In ITHACA 
CLASSES START NOVEMBER 2 . 
at The Ramada Inn-Downtown 
' ' 
-Free Question & Answer session concerning the LSAT 
and the law school admission process to be held at 
The Ramada Inn-Downtown, 222 South Cayuga St., 
Ithaca, at ~:30 on October 21. .... 
For further information, to attend a Q & A ses~ion 
or to enroll in the next course, 
. CALL COLLECT~. (212) 679~2.773 
or write; .LSAT Preparation Course, Adelphi Urban . . 
Center, 22 East 28th St., New York, N.Y. 1001~. • 
Contact locally: Richard Parr, 1116071 273•3556 
In cooperation. wJlh TIH1 ttatlonal Centar tor fduc~Hon·a1 T~st1n,, ·~~-
A. 
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Bud P-:e"lt. Cut§ 
. ~ ' - Affect Firianciail Aid 
by Robin Wine 
With President Reagan's 
second round budget cuts 
around the corner~ student 
government is taking action to 
prevent these cuts from af-
fe9ti!)g IC ~tud!nts' financial 
_ aid. 
Last Tuesday, Hug_h Mac-
Neil and Mike Caruso spoke 
to Student Congress on finan-
cial aid and state and local 
budget cuts: Mac:Neil is 
assemblyman· for the district 
and has -a lo"t to do with in-
creasing financial aid and 
preventing further cuts. 
Caruso is the director of the 
Independent Student coalition 
(ISC) based in Albany-, which 
Ithaca College has recently re-
affiliated with. 
"Student government 
gained information at 
Tuesday's meeting and is now 
beginning to attack financial 
aid on the national, state and 
local 'level here at IC," accor-
ding to Jim Leech, president 
of student government. 
A committee called the IC 
Student Voice, working 
through student government, 
is attacking these issues on a 
state and local levf?l_, "They 
are taking a look at financial 
aid on the state level and 
seeing how we can make more 
money available to students," 
said Leech. 
MacNeil and Caruso are 
. both on the state level and 
were able to be of assistance to 
student government. 
"The ISC is geared towards 
the amountand availability of 
financial aid to students in 
. ;-,rivate institutions of higher 
education such as IC,"said 
Leech. This all-student com-
mittee now has a branch on 
campus to coordinate a cam-
lw 
paign for more financial aid to I re·source center for students 
students and against go ver-1 needing information on finan-
nment budget cuts. Steve cial aid, "said Leech. 
Fuller is heading the ISC , The second, way stud<;nt 
program on campus. Fuller is I government is trying to figJ;it 
the assistant to Student the budget cuts is through lob-
Trustee Steve Ransler. : hying and_ letter writing. 
Two methods have been Leech said he hopes students 
established to attack cuts in will get involved. 
financial aid on the state and "The IC student committee 
local levels. The first is is already writing letters to 
1 through information to be Congress representatives,· I distributed to students, to in- however we need students' 
. form them of the limits and help. We're looking for 
! benefits of financial aid. . students to get involved. 
J "The financial aid office in Anyone interested can join 
-the Union is available as a this committee to oppose 
(ffe.~~~~ssssss~~~~:e:~ssssssss~~:e::e:::Sssssssssss~;s;:S::~~ssssssssss~~~~~ssss~~~> budget c~ts. Especially with 
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second round cuts on the way, 
it's important to get a well 
. organized and - coordinated 
committee," said Leech. 
In addition to student 
_government's involvement, , 
President Whalen is workmg 
to obtain money for financial 
aid. -Whalen is chairperson of 
the Coalition of Independent 
Colleges and Universities. The 
CICV is parallel in many ways 
with the ISC and its goal is to 
get money for private in-
stitutions. . 
"Plans to attack budget cuts 
on the national level are still 
in the working stages. 
"With all · government 
programs in danger of being 
cut and Guaranteed Student 
Loans in jeopardy it is time to 
do something produc-
tive, "said Leech.. "This 
committee will do everything 
we can to decrease the 
liklihood of these cuts affec-
ting IC students,"· 
Bucks to 
Borro-w-
Washington, D.C. (CPS)--
The rush to apply for Guaren-
teed Student Loans (GSLs) · 
before October 1, when· con-
troversial new regutations for 
qualifying for GSLs go into . 
effect, produced a record 
number of .students seeking · 
aid, and even drained some -
school treasuries of aid funds : 
before classes be~an. 
Financial aid . advisers 
around the country tried to . 
reach students during the 
summer to apply for GSLs 
early to beat the new rules. 
The rules include a new 
"needs test," in whic·h 
families earning more than 
$30,000 per year haVt: to 
demonstrate how much thev 
need the loan to put thefr 
children through school. 
To evade the new rules, the · 
University of Idaho processed 
. more GSL applications by 
August 25th than it did during 
· the entire 1980-81 academic · 
ear. 
Gotosea 
and eam credit 
this Spring 
Sail the Caribbean and Atlantic on a 100 
loot schooner as part of Southampton 
College's 1982 SEAmester™ program. 
Study the coastline, barrier and 
coral reefs, plus marine life. Visit major 
seaports and points of interest. 
Accredited courses in: Costar 
Ecology, lchthyulogy, Navigallan .n-oi::,,'111 
and Seamanship, Uterature of 
the Sea, American Maritime : 
Hiatory, Natural History, :' 
SaDing. 
Aprtt 4, 1982 to 
June 5, 1982. 
For more information, contact 
SEAmester™ 
Oltice of Continuing Education . 
So~mpton College of L.I.U. 
Southampton, New York 11968 
or call 516-283·4000, ext. 117 
0 
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Meth_enyg A Hypnotic Experience 
By Sandy Broverman Metheny did not fail to stress 
The hottest jazz show ·that that Ithaca is one of his 
Ithaca has -perhaps ever ex- favorite places to play. Ac-
perienced took place at the cording to Metheny, he likes 
Strand Theater last Saturday to play in collegetowns 
night. In their multi- because the crowd is 
dimensional performance, "knowledgeable and 
THE PAT METHENY energetic." Stemming from 
GRGUP sent chilling sen- the college scene himself, in. 
sations through the audience, the Boston area, Metheny 
pulling their listeners into dep- knows how to relate to the 
ths of exploration. It was a crowd. 
hypnotic experience. Metheny displayed his ver-
The Pat Metheny group satality from the very begin-
makes expansive use of sound. ning of his performance 
Through the switching, through his ability to switch 
mixing, and matching of a back-and forth from a guitar 
wide range of guitars, keys, placed ori a stand in front of 
and percussion instruments, him to one strapped around 
their out put is never his back. Traditionally 
exhausted. Combined with the opening up the show.:. with 
dissolving and fading under- ''Phase Dance," Metheny and 
tones and overtones of the his group intertwined wa"'e-
multi-colored gels in their · like subtleties through a 
lighting system, both listeners penetrating musical 
and performers are caught in a' framework drawing his 
whirling journey. audience into a state of active 
Beginning their 198-1 tour in listening. 
Ithaca that will eventually The next tune, resembled 
stretch from New York, to the style of Chick Corea tran-
:N.ew Zealand, and Japan, sformed into a guitar piece, 
and later resolving into an 
exquisite piano solo by Lyle 
Mays. By the way, those jazz 
listeners · who went to hear 
Jack Dejohnette's performan-
ce at the Strand a few weeks 
ago, and were shocked by the 
appearance of Chick Corea 
came very close to catching a 
preview of Pat Metheny. 
. Metheny claims that if he 
weren't playing here Saturday, 
he would have joined 
Dejohnette and Corea. The 
Jazz world always seems to be 
loaded with surprises. 
The rest of the Metheny 
Group's repertoire incor-
porated everything from a 
quiet 12-string acoustic tune, 
"It's For You, "to more.ab-
stract ·songs like "off Wind," 
inspired by Ornette Coleman.· 
Their sizzling encores in-
cluded the popular, 
"American Garage," and 
"Epiligue.'' 
Playing along ·with Pat 
Metheny Saturday night was· 
an outstanding- group of 
musicians-- Of course, leading 
the pack on guitar was,Pat Metheny claims that both 
Metheny. Second in line Brazilian -music and jazz have 
responsible for the core of been influencing- him ever sin-
Metheny's sound was Lyle ce he was about IO-years old. 
Mays mastering keyboards of Smiling shyly, Metheny admit-
all shapes, sizes, and ted that his elementary school 
capabilities. On. drums, "rock and ·-·roll" buddies 
wasDanGottlieb. The newest thought that he was a lit.tie 
addition to the band on both "weird." 
electric and stand-up bass was Yet, all those "weird" 
Steve Rod by .Also fairly new to , qualities that Metheny 
the band, and perhaps most shrugged off as a child proved 
noteworthy was Nana Vascon- to be very rewarding and 
cellow. Originally from Brazil, · respected throughout the 
·Vasconcellow accented the music scene toda,Y. Metheny; 
band with an incredible variety' his choice performers, and his 
o f percussion sounds, sound and light crew create a 
bringing Metheny's music into live performance that can't be 
a different realm. Also in- compared to anything else. 
sfrumental to enhancing Congradulations to the 
Metheny's performance was Strand, for finally housing an 
Ed Cummings maneuvering entirely clean performance. in 
the switches on ·the lighting terms of lighting, soQnd, and 
board. capacity. Con~rat1Jlations to --
When asked in a small press the Ithaca Bureau of Concerts 
interview who his main in- for their successful .efforts. 
fluences were in the emergence· -Finally, congratulations to all 
of his own style, Metheny the Ithacans saw the Metheny-
replied that he drew in a lot Group Saturday night to share 
from Wes Montgomery and the commencement of their ' 
even Miles Davis. In fact, 1981 tour with this unforget-
table show. 
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Tosh-
by Sandy Broverman 
Downtown was bopping a 
little more than usual last 
Wednesday night, as PETER 
TOSH shook the Strand 
Theater with the sounds of 
rock and r.oll reggae. Tosh and 
his 8-piece band have seemed 
to find a way to combine tbe 
dynamics of rock and roll with 
the tone,quality, and lyrics of 
reggae, creating an extremely 
unique brand of music. ' 
In fact, reggae itself is a 
unique music style and a fairly 
new one at that. Originating 
" 
Ithacdn 
Combine§ - Rock 
in Jamaica, and stemming 
from such music 
classifications as si<a, blue 
beat, and calypso (pre-1%2), 
reggae emerged in 1969 
Also originating in Jamaica, 
just over 50 years ago was. the 
Rastafarian religion which is 
often tied to the roots of 
reggae. Originally formed for 
a pan-African union, the 
Rastafari~ns broadened their 
goals to stand for the har-
monization of "brotherhood, 
nationhood, and com-
munity." 
I. 
The lyrics of reggae music are 
often. socially and politically 
oriented to reflect and com-
municate the ~astafarian 
goals. However, according to 
his 15-page pamphlet sold at 
the show along with T-shirts 
and buttons, Tosh's lyrics 
stem from "personal ex-
perience and brotherhood. 
"Although Tosh is one of the 
many reggae musicians who 
stresse,;; social and political· 
awareness and uprising, · he 
does so on a much more per-
sonal level. Not as outspoken, 
. ' 
The M8:DY Moods ~f Pet~r Tosh 
OPEN TO ALL MEMBERS 
OF THE COLLEGE 
COMMUNITY AND 
THEIR FAMILIES 
1st Prize - $50.00 Gift Certificate 
·2nd Prize - $30.00 Gift Certificate 
3rd Prize - $20.00 Gift Certlficate 
10 Honorable Mention Prizes Also Awarded 
Judging: F_riday, October 30 -- 5 to 9PM. 
Winners .Announced 9:30 pm. 
You _need not be present at awarding to win. 
BOOKSTORE OPEN.PARENTS WEEKEND: 
FRIDAY, OCT30 - 9am to 10:00 pm 
Sat & Sun;·OCT 31 and 
NOV J--:- 10 am to 3 pm 
'· 
/ 
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With Reggae 
as his predecessors, nor as 
conservative in beat or style, 
Tosh transmits his message in· a 
much more universal tasnioi:t. 
Opening up the show last 
Wednesday were the 
Majesties, a somewhat local 
reggae trio. Unfortunately 
however, the band kicked off 
the show to a fairly weak start. 
Ti01ing, transitions, fumbling 
with instruments and equip-
-ment, and the mystery of ab-
solutely no lighting for the 
beginning of their performan-
ce, certainly put a damper on 
'I J"; , • .._. 
Butt Seam Any Size 
Lap Seam 
· Safety Liner, 
Heater (thermostat) 
Frame 
the crowd's expectations. 
Patiently waiting for them to 
clean up their act however, 
they seemed to pull through, 
and the crowd was aroused for 
an exciting evening of reggae. 
After an extremely lengthy 
break, Tosh and his band 
stormed on to th!! stage and 
began wailing away. With 
Tosh's 8-piece band vs. the 
Majesties 3-piece band, sound 
blasted from the enormous 
sound system at what seemed 
like twice the decibal level of 
the opening performance. Af-
ter a few songs however, and 
just a few instances of 
screeching feeaback, the sound 
level began to n.:!utralize. Yet, 
Tosh and his band put forth .a 
a lot of energy, and theyt revved 
up the crowd with thier ex-
plosive rock and roll reggae. 
One highlight of the show 
last Wednesday was "Walk 
and Don't look Back," which 
was played surprisingly early, 
some 4 songs into the show. 
This widely-known tune 
gained its recognition from 
Tosh's album Bush Doctor, 
which he recorded with Mick 
Jagger and Keith Richards. 
The song also gained 
recognition in l 977, when 
Peter Tosh opened up for the 
Rolling Stones tour. 
After Tosh 's version of Bob 
Marley's very powerful and 
political "get up, Stand up," 
the band returned for two 
more encores finis!1ing up with 
an electrifying drum finale. 
Continued on page 10 
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lKcennedy~s Chiidren; A Look At The--Sixties 
...,_ 
By Debbie Green "Kennedy's Children is a six 
The Cornell school of charactor, two act play com-
Theatre Arts is not as well prised solely·of dialouge. The 
known as that of Ithaca setting is a small bar in New 
College, but does exist and York City sometime in 1974. 
does present productions with Each of the five patrons of the 
just as ..much professional ex- pub, without acknowledging 
perience. On October 1-3 and ,each other's presence, take 
8-10 they did a play called turns telling their. personal 
"Kennedy's Children" by acounts of life in the Sixties. 
Robert Patrick. The mood is solemn, and the 
It was performed in the :stories are sad with an oc- __ _ 
Risley Theatre on the C.U. casional humorous note. One 
campus. Risley Theatre is har- story is that of how the death 
dly as elaborate as the -1 .F .K. affected a woman who 
Dillingham Center here at IC, is still obsessed with the mur-
but the talented actors and in- der and i::uination of the Ken-
tense subject matter of the nedy era. Another is that of a 
play proved that an ex- once radical peace marching 
rravagant auditorium- is not female of the sixties who now 
necessary for a superb show. sees the mistakes made by her. 
-
generation, and wishes things · And they all seem to have been 
could ·have ended differept_ly victims of the times. The 
for them. A thjrd is a just- major differences between 
returned Viet Nani veterii their pasts seem to be 
about to enter a methadome. disguarded when they all end 
clinic, kept during the war. up in the same bar on the s~me 
There is also a tale of an rainy day in New York. They 
abused of( broadway actor - are all alike in that their 
who is stiU trying to get a society, and the grand 
break. The fifth character· American dream that goes 
tells o.f_her struggle and disap- along with it , has discin-
pointments in the· Big Apple tegrated and forsaken them. 
trying to become the new · The once energetic and op.: 
Marilyn Monroe. The tomistic young people of the 
unifying factor between these sixties have 'turned bitter and 
between these five depressed depressed about their lives. 
drinkers is the silent barten- Patrick's - play is a great 
der, Keith Ryan, (who also depiction of the shattered 
directed the play). illussion of those that were 
in America. 
This moving play was well 
organized and flowed 
smoothly. I believe that it's 
success was largely due to the. 
concentration and powerful 
deliberation of the actors. 
There will. be many other 
procluctions throughout the 
school year, and they are 
definately worth catching: 
Don't forget that IC is not the 
only place in Ithaca where noe 
can fmd good theatrical enter-
I ta!!l_!llent. 
All their experiences durng raised on President Kennedy's 
the sixties are unfortunate; i9eals and entheusiasm of life 
·-'----------------------
Welcome§ IFeat 
'Irhce J])r~g§ 
Fullwood on the bass; Steve 
Golding on rhythm guitar; 
Keith Stirling on keys and syn-
thesizer; Robbie lyn on keys 
an~ vocals; and finally Peter 
Tosh with lead vocals and oc-
casional guitar. 
cifthe show. .,. 
Overall however, the crowd 
seemed to really enjoy the 
snow, making Tosh':- perfor-
mance a success. As for the 
Mystice Man, the master ·of 
rock and roll reggae himself, 
Peter Tosh' certainly got his 
This Friday, Octobe·r 16, 
Syracuse University will host 
Little Feat"and the Dregs at the 
Landmark Theatre. This very 
special show marks the first 
time these two bands have ever 
appeared together in the 
Syracuse area. Little Feat's 
1979 appearance fo Syracuse 
packed the Landmark 
Theatre, and the Dregs 
memorable performance at 
Drumlin's was also a sellout. 
Less than 3,000 tickets will be 
sold for the event. 
The Little Feat members 
have added Phil Brown to 
their line-up, and will feature 
selections from their latest 
release "Hoy, Hoy," as well 
as the older tunes once per-
formed with the late . great 
Lowell George. The.Dregs, no 
strangers to Central New 
York, are a talented_ and ver-
satile band which blerids rock 
country ,jazz aria classical 
styles in their reoertoire. 
Tickets for this very special 
show are $7 .50 and $8.50, and 
are on sale at Spectrum Sun-
dries, Tops to Please, Gerber 
Shoppingtown, OCJ. Record 
Realm and the Landmark 
Theater box office. 
Peter.Tosh 
Continued from page 9 
Playing for Tosh last Wed-
nesday was Donald Kinsey on 
lead guitar; Santa on the 
drums; Emperor George Fully 
Although the show seemed 
'to go -smoothly last ,.wea-
nesday night; the Strand 
management and security crew 
were confronted with many 
technical, and off-stage 
problems. Lighting, feedback, 
counterfeit tickets, ·and the 
over-crowded sold-out second 
show, were the major 
drawbacks inhibiting the flow 
message across. / 
By the way, keep an eye out 
for Peter Tosh's new album--
"Wanted Dread and Alive." 
It's hot. 
J 
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flat Trimester Abortions 
Confldentlal CouNeling 
SIGN UP.No·w FOR 
GROUP PROGRAMS 
Sponsored By The 
Counceling Center 
.... 
- I 
? 1 *COPIING WITH STRESS 
r-v;(J1 . 
<;;; :. **JLIEARNIN G STRA TJEGIES·-
*lHIUMAN POTENTIAL 
** ASSERTIVEN.JESS 
**Informatio~ Available In 
The Racks In The Union 
*At The Cou,n~eling Office 
. ---
5th Floor Gannett 
By Calling .x3136 
OFFICEOF .. 
UJJflbltf 0-ff Ci"°" 
Binghamton Plaza .7724l757 
THINK OF '_M_ ASaac-. 
NOT 
TRASH! 
Yes, CRC, one of the wholly 
owned subsidiaries of . 
Anheuser-Busch, will Pay You 
Cash On The -Spot For Empty 
Aluminum Cans of Any Kind. 
Earn -.-230. torevervpound(about _ 
· · 24) of aluminum cans you recycle. · 
. . 
It's an easy way to earn __ extra money for_ your 
club, favorite charity o~ yourself. 
Turn what could. be trash Into cash and clean 
up .while you·r~ cleaning upl 
BEHINDTHE-
ITHACA PARTY MART 
ITHACA ·sHOPPING·PLAZA 
I . 
IN ITHACA, N. Y. 
TEL.273-3632 
~EVERY FRI. FROM t ·P .M.-4 P .M. 
Drop your guard for a 
minute. Even though you're 
in college right now, ther~ 
are many aspects of the Army 
that you might find very 
attractive. 
. Maybe even irresistible. 
See for yourself. 
MED SCHOOL.OM US 
You read it right. 
The Army's Health Professions Scholarship 
Program provides necessary .tuition, books, lab 
fees, even microscope rental during medical 
schooL 
Plus a monthly stipend that works out to 
about $6,006 a year. 
After you're accepted into.medical 
school, you c_al} be ~c~epted into our_p_rogram. 
Then yc>"u're commiss10ned and yo·u gci -
through school as a Second lieutenant in the-
Army Reserve. 
The hitch? Very simple. After you graduate, 
you give the Army a year as a doctor for every 
year the Army gave you as a med student,_ with 
a minimum obligation of three years' service. 
___.. 
DNIIRNSHIP, RESIDENCV 
& CASH BONUSES 
Besidei ~holarships to medical school. the 
Army also offers AMA-approved first-year 
post-graduate and residency training programs. 
Such training adds no further. obligation to 
the scholarship participant. But any Civilian 
Graduate Medical Education sponsored by the 
Ariuy gives you a one-year obligation for 
every year of sponsorship. with a minimum 
obligation of two years' service. 
But you get a $9,000 annual bonus every 
year you're paying back medical school or post-
graduate training. - • 
_ So you not only gee your medical education 
paid for, you get extra pay while you're paying 
it back. Not a bad deal. 
A·GREAT PLACE TO BE A NURSE 
The rich tradition of Army Nursing is one 
of excellence·, dedication, even heroism. And 
it's a challenge to live up to. 
Today, an Army Nurse is the.epitome of 
professionalism, regarded as a critical member 
of the Army Medical Team. 
A BSN degree is required. And the clinical 
spectrum is almost impossible to match in 
civilian practi~e. 
. And, since you'll be an Army Officer, you'll 
enjoy more respect and authority than most of 
your civilian counterparts. You '11 also enjoy 
travel opportunities, officer's pay and officer's 
privileges. -
-Army Nursing offers educational oppor-
tunities that are second to none. As an Army 
Nurse, you.i:ould be selected for graduate degree 
programs at civilian universities. 
. -· . 
.. 
ADVANCED NURSING COURSE. 
1111110N-FREE ' 
You get tuition, pay and living allowances. 
·You can also take Nurse Practitioner courses 
and courses in many clinical specialities. All on 
the Army. 
While these programs do not cost you any 
money, most of them do incur an additional · 
service obligation. 
A CHANCE TO PRACTICE LAW 
If you're about to get your law degree and 
be admitted to the bar, you should consider a 
commission in the Judge Advocate General 
Corps. Because in the Army you get to practice 
law right from the start. 
While your classmates are still doing other 
lawyers' research and other lawyers' briefs. you 
could have your own cases. your own clients, 
·m effect. your own practice. 
Plus you ·11 have the pay, prestige and privi-
leges of being an Officer in the United States 
Army. Wfrh a chance ro travel and make the 
most of what you've worked so hard to 
become. A real. practicing lawyer. Be an Army 
Lawyer. -
Though you 're too lace for a 4-year 
scholarship, there are 3-, 2-. and even I-year 
scholarships available. 
They include tuition. books. and lab fees 
Plus $100 a month living allo\\'ance. Naturally 
' II 
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but not necessarily 
assigned to active duty. Find 
out about it. 
ABOMUSFOR 
,ART-TIME-WORK 
You can get a $1.500 
bonus just for enlisting in some Army Reserve 
units. Or up to $4,000 in educational benefits. 
You also get paid for your Reserve duty. It 
comes out to about $1. 100 a year for one weekend 
a month and rwo weeks annual training. 
'And now we have a special program to help 
you fit the Army Reserve around your school 
schedule. -
It's worth a look. 
A SECOND CHANCE AT COLLEGE 
Some may find college to be rhe right place 
at the wrong time for a variety of reasons The 
Army can help them, too. 
A few years in the Army can help chem get 
money for tuition and the maturity co use it 
wisely. 
The Arrriy has a program in which money 
saved for college is matched two-for-one by the 
government. Then, if one qualifies. a generous 
bonus is added to chat. 
So 2 years of service can get you up to 
$15,200 for college, 3 and 4 years up ro $20. JOO 
In addition. bonuses up to 55.000 are available 
for 4-year enlistments m selected skills 
Add in che experience and matuncy gained. 
and the Army can send an individual back to 
college·a ncher person in more ways than one. 
We hope these Army opportunities have 
intrigued you as well as surpnsed you. Because 
there is indeed a lot the Arm~ can offer a bright 
person like you. 
For more informauon. send the coupon. 
they're very competitive. Because 
be;ides helping you towards your 
degree, an ROTC scholarship helps 
you towards th.e gold bars of an 
Army Officer. 
~-Z--;~~e:~···t:~ I~-~: ~::r: :~·~:t '~'t:~·~ 11 ~::::c:; ~~~~::;1a1n~-~-;~::' ~1~d:::=i!,_ 
I D IANl the Army Nurse Corps. O(AU Army Law. : D !FR l ROTC Scholarships. Q iSSI Armv Reserw Bonu~es. . D 1PC1 Army Education Benefits ij 
Stop by theROTC office on 
campus and ask about details. 
UP 10 $170 A MOMnfl 
You ca~ combine service in the 
Army Reserve or National Guard 
with Anny ROTC and get between 
$7,000 and $14,000 while you're _ 
still in school. 
It's called the Simultaneous 
Membership P.rogram. :You get $100 
a month as an Advanced Army ROTC 
Cadet-and an additional $70 a month 
(sergeant's·pay) as an Army Reservist. 
- _ When you.graduate, you'Jl be 
co·mmissioned as a Second Lieutenant. 
I ,.\~IE M I ",,, .. ,, I 
I un ,r~H 111' ;_ 
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CPR Courses 
CPR Courses are again being of-
fered on the following dates. H you 
arc:.. interested, please sign up at the 
Health Center Main Desk or phone 
Cheryl Miller at 274-3177. 
Session I Oct. 22, 27, 29, Nov. 3, JO, 
1981 5:15::7:45 pm 
Session II Oct. 29, Nov. 5, 12, 19, 
Dec. 3, IO, 1981 2-4 pm 
Session Ill Nov. 2, 9, 16, 23, 30, Dec .. · 
7, 1981 5:15-7:15 pm 
Session IV Nov. 4, II, 18, Dec. 2, 9, 
1981 7-9:30pm . 
Session V Nov. 5,' 12, 19, D_ec. 3, JO, 
1981 7-9:30pm 
Art Exhibits 
= 
· Prabhu, coordinator of 'education. 
The other two sessions are: 
"Publications--When and What to 
Print" and "Museum Cooperation in 
Teacher Training." 
NEMC, the regional branch of the 
American Association of Museums, 
comprises museums in Ontario, 
Quebec, New york, Pennsylvania, 
New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland; and 
the District of Columbia, 
discussing the hi5tory of papcrmaking, •. for Best Production a~ the Paris lntcr-
Allied Health Zarina will demomtrat.e her national Theatre Festival. IL_ had two .. 
techniques of making molds, mixing productions in New York: first by an ~===::..:;:========= 
pigments, and casting paper. English ca~t and late.r oft-Broadway, . The Ithaca College School or, Allied 
Museum hours arc 10 a.m. to S p.m., both of which son Obie Awards. Health Professions is accepling ap-
Tucsday through Sunday. For ·more Michael Hilly.er dirc:ts thc 1:hea_tre plieations for transfer into its 
Information contact Barbara Black- Cornell production, which has hghtll1g programs for Administration or 
well, ' (607)256-6464. design by Vinnie Piccirelli. ,nc1u~ed , Health Services, Medical Record Ad-
in the large cast arc Barnaby Sprll1g · ministration and Speech Pathology 
and li5a Lonergan a~ thc young · ond Audiology. In addition, student\ 
Brendan Behan's sassy, exuberant en- lovers. and Jim Seiber 311d Beth Gilles who -arc interested in exploring the 
terrtainment, THE HOSTAGE.is as the gimplcgged cx-pat1iot and his allied health field may transfer tcm-
Zurina, October IS-November 29, . Theatre Cornell's first Second Stage sahytongucd woman who run thc porarily into the prc-profe5sional 
J981An exhibition of cast paper objcc- ploy of the season.In ~aufmann house. category until a specific major has 
ts by Zarina will open at the Herbert Auditorium, it opens October 22-24, Upstate Artists, a three-woman been pinpointed. Requirements for 
F. Johnson Museum of Art, Cornell 29-31 and November 5-7 at 8:15, with show,opensatTheUpstairsGalleryat transfer are flexible and vary with 
University, on October 15 and con- a matinee on Sunday, November I. at 215 North Cayuga Street on Wed- each department. 
tinue through.November 29. A con- s:30. Tickets are available al the nesday, October 21. Represented arc Students may pick ur, application 
temporary printmaker, papermakcr, Theatre Cornell Box Office, lower Elizabeth King Durand of Rochester, · forms from the Dean's Office, 
and teacher at the New York Feminist tloor of Willard Straight Hall, 1-6:00, Ann Hanranft of Syracuse, and Pat basement of Rowland Hall. 
Art Institute, Zarina casts multiple Monday-Friday. Call 256-5165. Van Gelder of Fairport. All have 
patterned reliefs saturated with dense The Peck's bad boy o~ Ireland during shown extensively in the Upstate area, 
ear~hy color. By soaking cotton wool, his lifetime who was often compared but are new to Ithaca. 
pulping it, and pouring the mixture in- to Mark Twain at his bit_ing bes_t. Elizabeth King Durand uses "the 
to prepared molds, she produces Behan concocted an en!ert.amment 111 print media of etching, collagraph,' 
· :Business 
geometric forms penetrated by subtle THE HOSTAGE that fits_ non.e of the and stencil to achieve texture, surface 
On Tuesday, October 20, the Her- textural variations inherent in the standard categories. It is, f:rS!ly, a treatment, and lighting effects in Jan-
bert F. Johnson Museum of Art, Cor- material. s.!rious drama about a young British dscape images. The artist's viewpoint 
A,ttention: Schflnf llf Business Juniors 
and Seniors. .'\ominecs for Who's 
who in American Colleges and 
Universities are being sought by the 
School-of Bu~1ness. Business Students 
who have a nimimum 3.0 cumulative 
G.P.A. and who have made an out-
standing contribution to the Schoolo 
and/or the College community arc 
urged to apply. Transfer students 
nell University, will host the afternoon Born and educated in India, Zarina soldier captured by th~ IRA and held varies from close-up ground sc.apes to 
sessions of Ibis. yellJ''s Northeast continued her artistic training in hostage for an IRA member due 10 be panoramic.of islands and bays." 
Museums Conference (NEMC). The numerous workshops in Europe and executed. It is also a musical comedy Ann Hartranft writes: "A feeling 
annual meeting of. the NEMC, an Asia. She studied printmaking with with songs and dances and a raffish. of nostalgia for tlie past has recently 
organization _of . museum Stanley W. Hayter at Atelier 17 in unruly group of wild characters who invaded my life, and I spend many 
professionals, is bemg held m nearby ' Paris, and papermaking in New Delhi live in the Dublin bawdy house where pleasurable hours searching for 
corning, New york. Hosted by the and Japan. Since 1968, Zarina has the soldier is held. Chosen by B~han to materials J can use in my collages. I 
Corning Museum of Glass, the con· had numerous individualo exhibitions express his assault on hypocrisy and , combine these with my handmade 
, must have completed at Ie~t two 
semesters .at Ithaca Colrege. Ap-
plications are available from Mrs. 
Foros in the School of Business on the 
14th floor of the West Tower and 
must by return~d by October 30. 
ference runs from October 18 thro~g~, in India, Europe, and the United pica for sanity in the world, this is ~te' paper and some new papers which I 
21. The purpose of the conference is States and, has · demonstrated her maddest crew ever assembled in a wild alter with color and texture." 
10 exchange information abqut the techniques to many university gro!lps. Irishman's imagination! To top it all. Pat Van Gelder describes her prints 
needs, methods, fun~tions, and Her work is represented in the it is a tender love story between the as "a simple view of what I see and 
f the Nor d N Id' d th haned lr'1sh ma1'd of The School of Business whiches to in-programs o museums m • National Gallery of Mo crn Art, cw so 1cr an e orp · find close at hand, often reflecting my 
d A h h vite all interested Ithaca College theast. Delhi; the Museum of Mo ern rt, t c ouse. . . . thoughts, surroundings, interest, 
Two of the four sessions held at the New York; the J?'Jan !=oundation, Behan wrote ~he p)ay first .111 Gaehc, humour, wishful thinking, and my students, faculty and staff lo 
Johnson Museum are organized by the Tokyo: and other important public later tran?latmg 11 to 111~ ~t'cond awe and wonder at tl•e mind of man. E~eculive-in-Residence. The program 
museum's staff: "Behind the Scenes - and privatecolleciions. Januage, English. It openec, at I. on-_ am presently exploring chine coli. _ will be held Tuesday, November 10, 
- Exhibits That Travel" will be led by Zarin a will be the guc5t of the Cornell don's famed Theatre \\ orshop, lalcr- usin colla ra h lates, handmade -and Wenesday the I Ith. Thb 
J·111 Aszling, registrar; and "Museums Univer,it\_' Department or·Art from moving to the Theatre Royal and the dgJ g p p,. semesters program focuses on 
V 
. . an apanese papers. ""' · M'ddl M m, t"and in the Schools". will be led by as October 28 through 30. In addition to .West End. The produc11on·won pnze I dd'. UPSTATE ARTISTS nomcn 111 I e anage .en 
·~=-===~:__.=, _______ ,_::::.:,:::,:.:...;::..::.:..:.:~.:.::.:....:.:.:..:.:.::..;;.:_:.___.:._.:..: _____ ..;_ ____ l n a . mon to . - features Mrs. Da"in Cross, former 
I 
. See yoUI' Jostens' Representative. 
DATE October 26 30 TIME JO· 4 
PLACE I. C. Bookstore 
.,. 
at DeWitt, T~e Upstairs Gall~r~ ?ffcrs Organizational Development con-
two c?mmumty outreach :xh1bmons., sullant with General Motors and 11.1'.. 
At First B~nk, Comm_un)tY Corners, Sarah Metzger former Marketing 
Cayuga _Heights are pamungs by Don man~er with Tompkins County Tru,1 
Queen; 111 the Sheraton Inn C<;m~e:i- Company. The sessions and topic~ arc 
tion Center Art Ga~l~ry are pamt111gs listed below: 
by Dorothy Hoyt-D1lhngham_. . Tuesday, Novcmberr IO 
The works in all shows will be on J J :OO_"lnterviewing: strategies and 
ac 
view and for sale through November 
14. The public is always welcome, free 
of charge, and browsing is en-
couraged. 
The Upstairs Gallery, a not-for-
profit organization, has recently 
donated a selection of art book~ to the 
Community School of Music and Ar-
ts. According to Donna Middleton, 
the Director, 'These will be awarded 
to outstanding art students who have 
shown a particular interest in drawing· 
and painting". 
Information about future 
exhibitions and details of membership 
may be obtained at The Upstairs 
Gallery or by calling 272-8614. _ Hours 
are Tuesday through Friday, 11 :00 to 
4:30, Saturday, 11 :00 to I :30. 
Skiers 
Cross Counlry Skiing 
We need students to act as a contact 
person for dorms, frats, campus 
groups, for evening programs: Bus 
transportation equipment, instruction 
lighted trails. Interested call Country 
Hills collect 315-696-8774 
Tips" 
Tuesday, November 10 at 2:00 
"Mentoring, Role Modclig:Anccessity i 
for Success" 
Tuesday, November 10 at 7:30 p rn. 
General Open Se,sion 
Wednesday, November 11 at. 8:00 
a.m. "Career Goals, Pach~ and Per-
,pectivcs" 
Wednesday, November 11 at 2:00 
p.m. "Businc,;, Social, Pcr;onal: Al-
. fccts on the Family" 
The Ithaca College School of Busine,s 
in accepting applications for transfer. 
Frosh may not apply until their second 
semester. While each case is con-
sidered on an individual basis, ap-
plicants who have: I) a cumulative 
average of 2.5 or above, and 2) have 
completed math courses (13-IOS, 108), 
economics courses (06-121, 122) a 
writing course (77- ), natural or ap-
plied science course(s) will receive the 
strongest consideration. Applica, 1, 
are available in the Schoo: of Bu\1 11:,, 
office on the 14th floor of the Wc,1 
Tower. Deadline for completed tran-
sfer applications is November 3, 198 I. 
Handloomed, handprinted cotton 
bedspreads. rugs. and tablecloths 
-from India 
I 
Dan 't just put them on 
your bed ... you can hang 
them on the wall, use them 
on your table, for a sofa 
cover. how about curtains? 
Use .,-our imagination. 
Spreads 
ftcrn $4.95 
I Commons ·.,.fl'\,ramid. 
• I , . 2J3.•7939or267-2222 
t ..... ------------~-~ 
1::,. I) f. ..... ' . ... ~ 
Photography 
final copies of their re~Jmes available 
when signing up for on campus inter-
.vjews. 
Need some immediate assistance? 
Award-wiJ1nlng photojow-n11lists · Aquick bit of advice on job hunting, 
Mark and D11n Jury will open 110 major selection, graduate school ap-
exhibit of their works in the Ithaca· plication? Check with Per Career 
College Handwerker Gallery on Thur- Counselors at the Career Planning of-
sday, Oct.I. The exhibit will run fice. This m,incd undergraduate can 
through Nov. 13. 1. be your day ro finding the right 
The brothers arc best known for'. resource at CArcer Planning. They 
their book Gramp which chronicles are available Mondqays, IOa.m.-
thcir grandfather's th~ee-ycar struggle( 5p.m.; Tuesdays, lOa.m.-
with senility and his d~ath at home. 5p.m.;Wcdncsdays, IOa.m.-
The book received wide acclaim, in- 5p.m.;Thursdays, l la.m.-5p.m.; and 
eluding the World Understanding Fridays, 10a.m.-2p.m. 
Award .:nd the ALA Notable Book Recent acquisitions in the Carer 
Award. Resource Library include:"16th 
Excerpts form Gramp have ap- Edition of Encyclopedia of 
pcared in magazines, newspapers, and As~r,ciations", "The sTudent Guide 
textbooks around the world and has to 1\:fass Media Internships 1981 ", 
been the subject of discussions on "The New Guide to STudy abroad 
"The Phil Donahue Show," "Good 1981-1982", and"The Psychology 
Morning America" and several PBS Major, Training and Employment 
Presentations. · STrategier". 
Mark Jury's other photojournalistic The University of the STate of New 
books include The Vietnam Photo York announces Regents Scholarships 
Book, conside1 ~d a cl::issic in its field for Professional Education in 
and Playtime, a six-year documen- Medicine, Dentistry, Optometry, or 
tat ion of leisu_re in America: Veterinary Medicine Professional 
The Jurys have worked for vari_ous Education in Medicane, Dentistry, 
magazines including Look, Parade. Optometry, or Veterinary Medicine 
T!- New York Time~ Magazine and for 1982; the Bulletin of lnformatio.n 
Nai,onal Gee.graphic. In addition, is available in the career Planning 
they have exhibited their photographs Library Testing information box. 
in galleries and universities around the Application deadline is F~bruary 12, 
W"rld, including the international 1982. 
C, .,er for Photography and the Soho .Upcoming recruiters include: Nor-
Photo Gallery in New York City. thwcstern Mutual Life, for personal 
The Gallery is located on the, financial counselor, October 28;and 
Morse Chain, l3org Warner, for sales 
ground floor of the Caroline Werner trainees, Dec. I. Both recruiters arc 
Gannett Center on the Ithaca College 
campu~. It is open from 7:45 am to open to all majors. Seniors must par-
midnight, Monday-Thursday an'd ticipate in "Orientation to 
Recruiting/Interviewing'' in order to from 7:45am to 5 pm on Friday. the 
Gallery is closed on weekends. be:~;~~: fo~~j~i~~t Clinics, every 
Wednesday evening 7-9p.m. and 
Friday morning I0:30-12 noon, 
provide students with a quick 
Career Planning ' 
.., 
Pre-Law students Interested in pur• 
suing an MBA degree will Ile in-
terested in two programs scheduled 
for late October. On Tuesday, Oc-
tober 27, 7:00-8:30p.m. in Gannett 
111, Career Planning will sponsor the 
program "MBA Degree: Fact and Fic-
tion", featuring guests from Cornell's 
Gradw,tc Business School Admissions 
·Office. On the following night, Wed-
nesday. October 28, 7:00-8:30p.m., 
we will bold the program "Law 
School:M~ 'hs and Realities" with 
guests frm the Cornell Law School 
Admissions Office. Students are 
a~ked to sigr, •1p in advance for both 
of these prog1 ms. These events arc 
open to the em, ~ campus community. 
Check "Career ·!'w~" for details! 
Representative, from Alfred 
University will visit Career Planning , 
on Thursday, Nove.mber 5 to conduct 
professional critique of resumes and 
cover letter~. All inquiries arc handled 
on a walk-in basis, so walk in soon! 
Upcoming work:Jiops include: 
"Self-Direcled Search", Monday, Oc-
tober 26, 1:00-2:00p.m.,GI I l;and 
"Creating a Credential File", Wed-
nesday, Oclober 28, 2:15-
3:00p.m.,Gl 15. Please sign up in ad-
vance for all workshops. · 
Students staying in Ithaca sliould 
note 1ha1 Carccrr Planning will be 
open during Fall Break. Now is an ex-
cellent time to begin your initial job 
hunting/grad school/ major seldction 
research. Research. Reguiar office 
hours will be mainriancd: 1:'1<?nday 
F • Ford Hall 
N • NnbenbP::1u~~l~oon, 
fflE ITHACAN. 
through Friday 8:30-5:00p.m. 
Students and their visiting parents 
are welcome to visit Career Planning 
during Parent's weekend 1981. Our 
office will be open Saturday, October 
31, 9:30-11 ';00a.m. Join us! 
Entertainme~t 
- - . 
1.A.B. presents Leonard Bernstein's 
"Trouble in Tahiti." Performance 
date~ are October 21,23. and 24 at 
8:30 p.m. in the Crossroads. Tickets 
arc now on sale for $ l :00 in the office 
of Campus Activities. Tickets will be 
$1.50 at the d~or the night of perfor-
mance. 
lnlt'r Fraternity Council 
Pi l.amb Chi-Recycling Drive. Any 
aluminurn can~ in receptacle near soda 
machine~. The dorm with mo~t can~ 
gel~ percent of money. Spon~ored by 
Budwebcr and Seneca Beverage. 
Get Ready for Friday the 13th!!! . 
Sigma Alpha Iola- Coffee aqllll donut 
sale lobby of Ford Hall every Saturday 
9c12a.m_ 
Phi Mu Alpha- Fall Recital No~ -Ith. 
8: I 5. No admi\\ion. 
·workshops 
INTERWEA VINGS announces: 
Assertiveness training for women, 3 
Monday evenings, Oct. 19,26,nov.2, 
6:30pm-9:30pm in downtown Ithaca. 
Le.aders: Rosemary Pitkin and roxan-
ne Thompson. Call 533-4191 or 533-
4433, 
Couple communication and 
Negotiation, a 4 week course Monday 
evenings, Nov.9,16,23,30. 7:30pm-
9:30pm in Lansing. Dnhance skill in 
.communicating with each other and 
, .. 
r • 
. 
Student Government 
. .... 
',. .. ., 
; 
. . 
The ldternatlonal Youth Study & 
Travel Institute Is c:umntly accepting 
applications from students Interested 
Are you riled by registration? Bar- 1 In working on a part-time commission 
, fled . by the Bursar? Hassled by only basis 118 Regional Administrators. 
housr~g? ~onfued - by _the Coke . The position of Regional Ad- : 
machin7 which took your money? I ministrator involv~ the promotion of 
Olhcrwrse wr~pped up m red tape? an educational study/travel program 
If so, or rf you have any other · focusing on the ·motion picture and 
problem that ~ou don't know how to television industry. Regional Ad-
solve, ARTIC rs here to help. ARTIC . ministrators are responsible for 
· ~Alleviat<: Red Tape at Ithaca College) . marketing this program to high school 
rs a service of Student Government and junior college level teachers in 
that was ,set up Jast spring in order to their area. • 
help stu~ents get through_ red tape to Interested students· may request 
solve their problems. _ more information on the position and 
The w~y ARTIC works 1s that a an application form by writing or 
, ~tudent picks up an ~RTlC form, fills calling: Program Coordinator, Intl'· 
1t out, and returns 1t to the Student national Youth Studv ..§ Travel In-
G!)vernment Office. Forms are stitute 6605 Holl•P.-ood Boulevard, 
· :,ivail11ble from RA's, Rd's, ~tudent Suite -·~ tl Los Angeles,~ California 
Congress Reps, the Egbert Umon lob- 900:l!. (213) 46S-666S 
by, and the Student dovernment Of-
fice. Next, the ARTIC staff will veri(y 
the problem with the student and work 
with him/her to solve the problem. 
The ARTIC staff will preserve con-
fidentiality. 
All students are encouraged to use 
ARTIC, a Student Government ser-
vice to help you. Any student in-
tere~ted in joining the ARTIC staff 
should contact Steve· Hansler or Lisa 
November in the Student Government 
Office or call 274-3377. 
Seniors 
Reminder to Seniors 
If you have not stopped by the 
Registrar's Office to file for 
graduation for December 1981 or May 
, I 982, please do so as soon as possible. 
If you do not file for graduation you 
are taking a chance that a diploma will 
not be ordered for you. Speak to 
either Chris Knauer or Dave Bennett. 
Foreign Study 
Residential Life 
t. Waiting list is closed for fall 
semester. It will reopen at the end of 
the semester. . 
2. Students are no longer able to mo"e 
off campus for fall semester. .II\ y 
questions sec Bill Perkins in Res. Life 
office. 
3. Alcohol Awareness Task Force, is 
looking for members to join! See Bill 
Perkins in Res. Life office for details 
of the force and the times for ncxl 
meetings. 
4. Fall break is here-take home all 
valuables to ensure safety. 
Dining Hall Hours 
Towers last meal Oct. 15 dinner. 
Terrace last meal Fri. Oct. 16 dinner. 
Union brunch 10-12 and dinner 5-6:30 
Sat. Sun. Mon. T~es .. 
• 
examine ways to increase play and in- w _ d · St d 
. . . I . h" L d . &A'n on n Y . 
trmacy m y~ur_ re auons _1p. ea er: . ,Students interested in studying at the 
Rosem,ary P1t~m. Ther~ptst. Call ~33- London Center during the Spring '82 
4191 ~or more mfoemauon. semeste[' must complete their ap-
Gu1It and Worry- a one day p!ications and schedule an interview 
workshop on saturday,. Nov.7 from,.by October 23. For"further infor-
~m~5pm. Co-leaTdhers. Rosemag 11 mation please contact the Office of ln-P1tkm, Roxanne ompson. . a t rnational Programs Muller 218, 
S33-:4191 or 533 4433 for more mfor- x;J06. ' 
matmn. 
WEEK 
The Communily Service Boord i~ 
h11vin~ 11 D11lloon I.Oaunch at the 
football game parent~ weekend 
Tid.e1~ will be on sale the week before 
at the Union for 75¢ 
-
Theatre/Films Lectures/Seminars Meetings Sports Etcetera 
October 22 October 19 & 20 October 21 October 16 October 16 
a seminar on College Student 
Development as a career. The seminar 
will be held 1:30- 2:15 p.m. with time 
for individual appointments from 2:30 
to 5 p.m. Please sign up in advance. 
Also on Thursday, November5, 
Dennis Heisey, College Recruiter from 
th<. Agway Corporation will conduct a 
special seminar entitled "Careers in 
Management". The workshop will be 
held I l-12noon. Those who are in-
terested are asked to sign up in advan-. 
cc at the CArrer Planning Office, first 
noor Gannett. 
October 21 
Faculty~ Recital. 
8: 15 pe> (F) 
October 22 
S.A.8° Dinner Theater & 
Fine Artu - Trouble in 
Tahiti, Cros~ -
8:30 pr.i. /\dr.1ioaion 
chJr&cd. 
~ Photogrtaphic 
ScMinar t Textor 102, 
~dmission 
charged. 
S .A. D. Extra University 
Cln~m Relaxation 
&ssage, P. T. Clinic, 
Health Center, 8: 15 j,:o. 
:.!Y ~. vs. Buffalo 
Univ., J pm (ii) lilock 1 clJ~u;cs 
Vollc>yball, at E. Strouds- enc.I. fall brenk 
burg Invitational bc&ln~&pm-. --
Reoidence Bolls 
October 17 - remain open. 
Visiting graduate s'chool recruiters 
this fall incude: University· of Rich- f 
mond Law School; Adelphi University 
School of Social Work; University of 
Rochester, School o'f Management; 
and ¼califo,nia Weatern School of 
Law. Indivi· Jal appointments are 
available and e,1couraged! 
A recruiter from the Adelphia Cen-
tral New York Program will visit 
Career Planning on Tuesday, Nov. 3, 
I :00-3:00p.m. The Adelphi Central-
New York Program offers individuals 
:111 opportunity to begin their graduate 
education in S(lcial work as either a 
full time or part-time student. The 
rcL·ruiter will present a general orien-
t:11inn program at Ip.m. and be 
a\'ailable f6r individual appointments 
:tfli:rw:uds. Please sign up in advance 
at c,rccr Planning. 
All Ithaca College Sen\ors who wish 
h' partki:1parc in the on campus em-
pl,,ymciu rc,ruiting must attend the 
··ori.:111:11ion to Recrui1ing/lnter-
, i,·" in!! Workshop'!. This workshop 
is ,,ffcr,:d SC\'cral times this ~emester 
an,I i, ,·,,n~iucrcd a prerequisite for 
n•,mitill!!- Students will· also need 
Grad. Percu!Joioo. R. 
~. 8:15 pm (F) 
October 23 
Gueot Pianist Martino 
~. 8: 15 pc, (F) 
October 24 
Senior Voice, A. Hoffouin 1 
2:00 pe> (F) - ---
Grad. Sa.xophone, !• Kling, 
3:00 p:11 (N) 
Grad. Clarinet, !:_. Hager. 
8:15 pe> (F) 
October 25 
Joint Recital, L. Bucha.rt 
~ D. Shetoick";' I :00 p:n (N) ---
Faculty Organ, 2: ~. 
3:00 p:n (F) 
LOOKING FORIIARD TO: 
Concert Sea.son vic.h 
Jaiiriecaeiii'ii'i7 Doprano , 
mul Gilbert knl1Db, 
pla.no, October 30, 
8: 15 Plll (F) 
October 23 
S.A.n. File, - Kids ore 
Alrig.ht. Texcorloi-;---
7 o 9: 30 pm. Adniosion 
charged. 
S.A.B. Dinner Theater & 
Fine Artn - trouble in 
Tahiti, Cros~ -
8:JOpe>. Ade>iosion.. 
charged. 
October 24 
S.A.8. Fila - Kid!J are 
Alt-ight, Tcxt"a'ri"O"'f;""" 
7 o 9:30 p:n. Admission 
charged. 
S.A.B~ Dinner Theater & 
Fine Arco - Trouble in 
Tahiti, Cros~ -
1i':1o°p::,. Ad!:>ioaion 
charged. 
October 25 
S.A.B. Film - Sound of 
H_;Dic. Textor~ 8 pm. 
Adi:tiasion charged. 
LOOKING FORWARD TO: 
The H:idwot'1on of Chaillot Oct.~ ~,-. -1-,--
H.ain Theatre. A.dci:iooion 
cha.rgcde 
October 21 
!!ML,CREF Suppler.ientol 
Rctirccent Annuity, for 
part icipanco in the 
Staff Pension Plan or 
E.":iploycc::i in gra.deo 
1-8, 10:30 OI>, Chapel. 
Basic TIM/cRgF Retire-
cent ~ f ncul ty 
& ad dniotrators who 
.a.re ncv participants or 
who will meet the one 
year requirement this 
year, 1 : 30 pCJ, Chapel. 
TIM/CREF Tox Deferred 
,~u'ies, voluntary 
concributiono ta.. the 
basic plan or to a.n 
SRA-lllllximum cox limits 1 
for participants 
interested in a detailed -
presentation, 3 pm, 
Chap~!. 
OU Profits: Coad for 
A11?~ure~e~r 
ToT," J pm; Quco t ions & 
Discussion ... Friends 
209, 4 pm. llith Ha. 
C}lnthio Riggs pf the 
Aocricnn Pccroleu:c1 
· Institute. z,ponaored by 
Q::iicron Delta Epsilon. 
October 22 
Recruiting. Electronic 
~ Syoteois. Sign up 
at Cprccr Planning. 
Coatition of Student 
ActivlGt!I, G~ll4 1 
6 - 7:30 p::i. 
October 22 
S.A.B. Extra Univeroity 
Class Aerobi:s, West 
Tower Dining Holl. 
Octob.er 23 
The Nnvisacoro, Dcmotte 
Room, Union, 7:30 pm. 
October 27 
Student Covcrntnent 
oecting 1 Union Dioing 
Hall, 8 pm 
C<>Clpilcd by tbe 
I Office or Campus 
Activitfeo - 1alz 
\ 
-~-1-··-
\.'or.icn'o ~. vo. 
Hartwick, 11 a::i (A) 
Football, vs. Brockport, October 20 
I :30 P"' (11) · Midterm grades due 
)!en's~. vo. Genesco, ~iotrar, 
2 p::t (A) -, LO am. 
lli!!!. Hockey. vs. E. 
Stroudsburg, 3 pe> (A) 
Volleyball, at E. Strouds 
burg Invitational 
October 19 
..JV Soccer• vs. Cornell~ 
-,; p::i (11) 
October 20 
\.:omen' G Soccer, vo. 
Binghilmton, 4 p::1 1(J\) 
~ f! :!Y. !!fil Uockcy, vo. 
Lock Hoven, 3 pm (A) 
Volleyball 1 vs. M.onsficld/ 
Binghamton · 
Hen's Soccer, vs. Cortlnnc 
Tp;;;--r,y-
Oc:tober 21 
Tennis, vs. Wlllim:I Smith, 
3:;io pm CH) • 
Volleyball, vs. E. 
Stroudsburg, 5 pm (II) 
October 22 
ncn's Socc:er.., vs. R.I.T., 
3 po (11) 
October 23 
Vollcfba.11, at Cortland 
Invitational 
October 24 
Volleyball, at Cortland 
Invitational 
Hen's~. vn. R,P.I., 
,Jl ai:, (H) 
Football, vs. American 
~tional, 1:30 pm 
(11), 
October 21 
Block II begins, 
Closoca reou::if!, anm:---
October 22 
Continuing ~duca-
tion/Rcturn to 
College Progra:o 
Brown &.g Lunch, 
Crosoroada. Union, 
11:30 - 1:00 · 
October 23 
Deadline for ~ 
~ Spring 1982 
applications. 
Th,ou,h 
October 23 
An lnv1t.at1on to 
L1rc or Deach:-
odisploy about 
nuclear disarm-
ament,. 111110 
'Ci.brary entra~ce 
\ · 
~--c..~~,1,:,1,,.. ~ ,., ... 
• H ., •• 
SSSSSS!i1 , :~o-; . 
Where was ·yoii.r' man with the big 
sick? 
Steal any pretzels lately? 
Shift gears much? 
Poke through anyones garbage for let-
ters from another woman, another 
night on the lake I · 
Are his 'knees so sore he can't dance? 
11-S- . 
J_u~t your_~\'erage Saturday night I 
Cele,-you'Took so clowdyl Have a nice 
break, Aw honey ... 
Cajvip Klein 
Face; -
Sorry i've been so busy this week. that 
doesn't mean i didn't think about you 
every - minute you ·weren't there. 
Always remember,l-4-3 forever!! 
Chick 
J-9 
-41. days, how much longerr can you 
hold out?-
With love Crazy me 
El, 
Still on for the 30th? Hows the knee? 
Remember, once the knees go, it's 
never the same. 
Love m~ -who else knows about those 
knee problems? 
Hosebag Hotel 
Hose one, Hose all; Thames for a great 
B-day. 3:30A.M. calls forever. 
Snowwhite EA. 
To the Picnic Planner num.1, 
lnfront o( the police station is not a 
good place to put it in first!Especially 
when your geared up ... · 
Love, The picnic planner num.2 
Hey Schmeggie, Scumbag & Ricki 
Lee! 
Get psyched for our reunion after 
break, ooh baby! (Remember that 
Goronkcys lurk in _ the showers 
tonight!!) 
Shithead 
To the s-man, 3,woman, in 36, way to 
screw the RA keep it up for another 
block and we're home free. 
36 devided by 3 equals 12 
Carrie: -
It's been a grind, but it's fun right7!1 
(smile)· TNT is going to be. great, 
, groovy, a smash, etc ... I'll meet you at 
Cornell on Tuesday, after our road 
trip ... stay tough!!! 
Your A.P. M.C. 
To my little brother: 
What a weekend!! I hope you don't go 
around biting everyone! Maybe a little 
ICE will cool you off. ' 
· Your big sister iq Bogan 
P.S. I'm a huNiit unit. 
E.A. 
Great B-day! ! · More to come, soon. 
THis time open your eyes and hit the 
line. 
usat 142 
Murf, 
H.R.'s arc really ama.zing. They can 
hold up the Dugout's walls. 
Congratulations. 
Love; Three wild observers. 
Forthe Red Bank Beauty: 
What she wants, she gets ... Again and 
again and again ... 
Love, the Housebreaker 
To the orres they'll marr}"!'Plcase note 
. the latest edition to the code list: ice 
~ 'man, squeaky bed man, temple man, 
s2, m&m, proposition 19, RHLfactor, 
J.J., Gopher Man and the jogger. 
Memorize them and destroy the 
evidence! signed:Twin coders of dif-
ierent mothers · 
Dear Lillie girl, 
You 
t been downtown 
forgotten you!! 
Ugga Bugga Man! 
haven 
lately! I haven't 
n ~. ~~ 
to ri(y Soc 101 partner, 
Keep supplying those treats to help me 
stay awake!till after break-
l>ass/.fail sleepyhead 
Dear Sally Fielcls, 
Can we study for the anatomy exam? 
Your place or mine? 
Your P.T. frienc;i 
ToO.L. m&m, 
Niagra Falls were gr~t. look forward 
to many more good times whent you 
return Sunday night! 
Jeffrey 
Dear '..,rendala-and Maartin, . 
-1 still, "really don't know anymore" 
and ,,en it rains it pours" still ap-
plies it's one amazing drought we're 
havi,1g here, believe me. 
f.ove, -Dee Dub. 
0,-
Thanks for not ripping anyone's eyes 
out even though I've already ripped 
some skin. Skipped the L.0.-too ob-
vious. See you in D.C.! 
LoveMoi 
Q's and Trace: -
Be sure ·10 watch out for the rough 
road between the Dugout and the 
pines. Didn't your Mom tell you not 
to run across the street? Especially for 
yet another brewsky! Thanks for the 
laugh you two turkeys ... 
Love Dor. 
Gorson, 
'Thanks for the thoughtful words last 
week. Three cheers .. for a great 
weekend two weeks in a row. 
Remember Goronkey Day today!! 
Gimby 
Cane~ and Quo: 
Did I "PsiU" with Arnold, Marlin 
and How'ard? Before, During, and Af-
ter- hours? 
Your old/new roommate 
Charles Chat worth and the windsur- To the "wild-weat" staff: 
fing kid- Sunday brunch with bees, laughs arid 
Hey Man! You guys may be far far away but we world reknown dessert for our birth-· 
Diamonds aren't forever! Get well are "coming anyway. good girls don't day kids. and of course the main en-
but we do - your loves tree champagne, champagne and more 
Prin~css and Me chamgane.Lets get toge1her again 
~-_!:;,S.(lthaca is a_lways wet.) soon for another good tune ... 
soon. 
Your sailing budics. 
':.p"'.&!P'.Allll"'...,,.Allr',.m,"A!:1"..4ZP"A9"..mT...,.A:lil"'..&VA9".olll&'P"Allll"A:P'..4Z".aP"AEl7,.m,"...ii:.m,"..aTAF41F..G!VAZl"'...eFA:17'....,.A!IP"A!P'~ ~ - . ~ 
I Ci '5 IS ib&f SM €%1¥ f " 
~ ~ ~ There 9§ StJ;ilU 7I'amre 7I'@ g ~ 
~ ~ ~ 11~ . 0. 0 ~ 
-~ s <en fl,([) Ir~ s llgl11l12 llJt JP ~ I . GET ttoday & I 
I ·sH~ .. , Q;Qmorrow ~ ~ •4'' I & at the Unioll1l ~ 
I in -ro desko ~ 
~- • JI. ~ 
N ~ ij ~ I 2. Oct. 31 fri {he gym & I 
i Novo 2,3, &.4.in tthe-[Tniono ~ I ~ I 
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To the Queen of the Enemies, From 
the King of the Enemies: 
Ot paraphrase will, the spear-It is fof 
nobler in the hearts and minds of 
men(and woman) to bear the ~lings 
and arrows of out rageous fortune. In 
utter woids, as dcy say in Flatbush, 
Hey, wats a matt a fa you. 
We must have a high level strategy 
meeting to discuss our overthrow of 
the worts powers-
King of the Enemies 
Holly-Dolly and Ricky: 
-Thanks for putting up with two crazy 
people. No, not Susie and Suff-Mary 
and Fred!Than~s for the Pizza 'Hut 
laughs 
Love.Dor. 
· For the pledging midfielder: 
Stick with ii! 
love, a supportive big sister 
Glen, 
rm glad we were Introduced through 
Sociology! 
Love,A.T. 
P.S Y(!ur 111rn to bring a snack ... 
Finne:, , . 
Do early morning visitors bring frien-
ds closer itogether?Than l: for being 
there ... 
Love. C'hre•e-<11 
Voluptous Italian woman, lam leaving 
for five days and I'm going to miss 
you! But I want to hear good reports 
about your experiences upon my 
return. 
Sincerely, Status quo 
Waldo, Help!! She's corrupting me. 
Soon I'll be eating wings and rooting 
for the Bills. Come home soon. 
Rae · 
To the 20-year-old: We headed· down 
the road, and we flirted with disaster! 
Bui wasn't it wild? Hope you had a 
super birthday weekend. We certainly 
laughed .... 
This weeks dinner date .• 
To the Regal Racer trom Cherry Hill, 
72 in ass, it'll get you 69. Hate to say I 
told-you so .Father Know~ best! 
To my bosom buddies in the Towers: 
Thanks for· the hospitality this 
weekend. Celebrate good time!! 
Remember the 40 and those drugs in 
212! Goronkeys Reign! 
. Gimby 
Baby Frosty, 
We're glad things are working out for 
you and your man. We think it will 
work this time. 
Love, Diet Pepsi 
Buffy, Muffy& Lei, 
Bruises were the lodge-ical thing to 
get! (Since we didn't get anything 
else!) 
lly, Cinderella 
Chickhead-
La pouillett a la Shamrock est pal mat 
pour enesoir, eh? Tuas tout la hasard ! 
Mais c'cst tout6 du vin, n'est-ce pas? 
II pense le joucr de !'hockey aller ou le 
partie a pres l'heures, mais non ... 
heureux pourtu! Jeudi? C'est la vie. 
ton partnaire de crime 
Bee-
Did we "Satisfy"you in Philly? 
Love, Daddyo-Mick 
p.s. who was that cute blonde?? 
To the 29th Pledgeclass, 
Good luck to you! Have a relaxing 
fall break! 
The treasurer 
Bonnie _ 
Here's lookin at you, kid. Y, 
look good behind bars, yo· 
spend enough time in- them. 
Look in the Post Office, I saw -
our picture. I will send you a 
postcard from Sing-Sing send 
me a coke with a file 
Your wasted Partner in Crime, 
'.Clyde 
P .S. We're gonna break outta 
the big house real soon. 
COSTUME CORNERS 
WE HAVE: 
4,000 Halloween Gsumes for Rent 
:_ 
1
_· • Theatrical Makeup 
• Draculas, Witches, Pirates 
· I' • Musketeers, Southern Belles .... 
mon-sot 10:30-5:00 .1· 
'504 E. Buffalo .- ·, 
(Corner of Stewert) 
1Z EE~ 
Cl, i ne-.e- A mt·rica" Food 
W. Stflle StrPet 272- 7.150 
"To Keep Your Spirits Up" 
H&H 
LIQUOR AND ·WINES 
CWSESTUQUOR STORE 
role. CAMPUS 
•, 
::, 
I ' 3. j()in the 1982 staff phone: , I I 27'1-0128,273-0015 or · l: 
I 2?4-3194. · . . · .· ·.·I 1 
218 ON THE COMMONS 
"Featuring the Finest Selection of N.v; State Wines" 
Afternoon 
-.t .......... ~ .... ..-r .... ~~-~ ........ A!r...,.. .................. AIIP' ................. ~ ....... ..,. ........ .,J 
. - . ._ . ',· . : . ' ' ' . . - , 
tiEUVE~'JES- 272-2111 
.. , :~ c-;: ~-:- \. 
-..-•{:. \' 
. 
i 
F .... ~. 
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Bomber Stickers On Roll 
By Michael Ayala 
Fresh off a sweep of the 
Ithaca Invitational two weeks 
asi;o over Bridgeport (5-2), 
UPI (4-3) and Brockport (6-0) 
and a win over Cornell last 
week '(10.:2) the Ithaca College 
field hockey, team continue d 
to dominate their opponents 
by defeating Springfield 
College 4-1. 
*FRENCH *GERMAN *SPANISH 
BOOKS 
Widest Selection 
Lowest Prices 
Special Orders 
THE BOOKER.Y 
Dewitt Mall 
. 27l--SOS3 
I UNUSUAL I .. 
GIFfS 
•. .. 
the iron shop 
on the commons 
272-5101 
HICKEY'S 
201 5. TIOGA ST 
ITHACA. N.Y. 
272·8262 
THE 
Music Store 
SHRIM·P 
ON THE SALAD BAR 
'!Yk~~-
Wine Country 
Restaurant 
Phon~ 607-272-64~4 
The J.C. stickers came out , another goal to her impressive the orfensive and defensive 
storming in the game against_ 'list _with one at 4:17 of the domination the Bombers are 
Springfield and got first half second with assists once again capable of. 
have compiled some amazing 
statistics .. The Bombers have 
287 shpts on goal while 
. allowing: their opponents a· 
mere. 55 shots on goal. Sub-
l!equen,tly the Bombers have 
outscored their opponents 54 -
9. 
goals from Cathy Foto, Mary by Foto and Klecha. Lisa The defensive players of the 
Klecha and Linda A.lluso. Clark rounded off the scoring game honors went to Claire 
Diane Rapp added another with an unassisted goal at _ Lamont, and Paula Majes'Jci 
goal at 20:29 of the first half 26:41 of the second half. _ while co-captain Catliy Foto 
with an assist by Linda Alluso. The Bombers finished up and Mary Klecha picked up 
The second half produced the game with 15 shots on goal offensive honors for their pair 
two more goals for the Born- while Springfield attempted 7. of assists. 
bers. Cheryl Scott added This statistic adequately shows On the season the stickers · 
Ooin' it yourself at a 
LAUNDROMAT 
IT'S A HASSLE! 
TIME: A couple of hours sitting in a 
plastic chair watcl)ing tumbling 
clothes. More if the machines aren't 
working right. 
Monoy.· All those quarters, plus the 
detergent, bleach, softeners anti-
static. · ' 
.TIME: Just drop it off by 10 a,m. 
and pick It up at 5 p.m. the same 
day. · . 
Moner, Just 5.50 for 25 pounds. 
That's two laundry baskets full. If 
you only have one laundry basket, 
heap it as high as_you can! ' 
Quality. Professionally sorted, pro-
fessionally washed and dried. 
Quallty. Ever have a sweatshirt get 
in with your underwear? Or shrink C0ffl811 l.a,Undry'S 
your favorite_o~tfit? Ever go back to VIP BUNDLE SERVICE . 
campus with damp ·c1othes? wins HANDS DOWN! ~ - ~ 
-. . ' \~ ~ t!l!!!ij_ - .. -~ 
.... •' 
't , - ' 
.. , 
25 poundSwashed and dried tor just $5.SO" : )I. ~ talf -t1!!!Jl1 - ,:.,,,;, 
We'll fold it for you for just 2.50 more. . IP. -o· E .: 25 pounds? 1/'s 350 socks, 0( 150'pr. OfjOCkey sho~ts, or • • BUN ii ::. 
, 625 washcloths, or ~O bathtowels. or 20 twin ~ ~ ;i=~,~~ -~ '.la . · 
sheets, or 20 pr. of 1eans. f ~ .. 
~~w~.ifi/1. When you'bring in your 25 pounds 
of assorted laundry (in a basket, 
box, or laundry bag) bring in your 
best jeans and take advantage of 
this special coupon offer: 
OFFER ENDS 
Nov, 20, 1981 . 
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The Ithacan's liowie Altman (8-6 last week)· soundly trounced a slumping ICB-FM's 
i,ou Caplan (4-10) in last week's pix and the lead switches for the first time in two weeks. 
and the battle rages on again this week: '· 
-· 
.... 
-
THE AP LINE LOU CAPLAN HOWARD ALTMAN 
' (WICB Sports Director) (ITHACAN Sports Editor) fAVORITE POINTS UNDERDOG . : 
.... . 
. . 
SUNDAY : ' ' 
. 
' . 
Buffalo 3 JETS Buffalo JETS 
SEATTLE I½ Giants Giants ,,-1: Giants 
NEW ENGLAND 3½ Houston NEWENGLA.,ND Houston 
CLEVELAND 10½ N~wOrleans New Orleans New Orleans 
Philadelphia 3½ - MINNESOTA MINNESOTA Philadelphia 
Pittsburgh I½ CINCINNATI Pittsburgh CINCINNATI 
ATLANTA 8 St. Louis St. Louis ATLANTA 
GREEN BAY San Francisco 
.,.. San Francisco even San Francisco 
San Diego 411z -BALTIMORE San Diego San Diego I 
KANSAS CITY even Denver Denver KANSA~CITY 
' 
! OAKLAND 4 Tampa Bay Tampa Bay Tampa Bay • 
MIAMI 7 Washington Washinton MIAMI 
DALLAS 4 Los Angeles DALLAS Los Angeles I -
I .MONDAY ; 
l DETROIT 6V2 Chicago DETROIT DETROIT -
. 
Home Team In .Caps •Bes( Bet 
" . 
ODD COUPLE !Q~BE~~.lt~!:~o~'~m~!b!!,! ·~)!.~~!,ISTAN:N:SGB PLT i .· 
The Bombers finished out feeling to go the full seven in- · scored the fourth run when corners, and C'aru~o scored on iALTMAN1·_30 '.26 . -~~6 
1heir regular schedule in style nings and I'm glad · Larry Smith lined a single. DeTorres steal of second. r · - I \ . 
on Monday by beating coach(Vaiesente had the con,- Smith has been very produc- Dantauken then singled home lcAPLAN !28 j28 2, .500 
Binghamton in both halves of . fidence to stay wih me in the tive at the plate and has DeTor-res and scored run 
a doubleheader by scores of 7- fourth". proven to be valuable when number three himself on Tim 
3 and 10-3. The sweep brought Valesente's confidence must the team needs a big- hit. Halperin's safety. BEST BETS · 1 I 
Ithaca's record to 9-5 for the have been boosted by his ··Meyer retired Binghamton In their half of the fourth, I 
, c_aplan,!; 1-4 Altman 0-4 fall seasont - team's run production in the in order in the second and Ithaca put the game out of 
1 Keith Meyer, who has got- third. Tim Bar.one led off third innings, striking out the reach. Barone walked, stole 1 
1cn a majority of B.omber star- against Harry Caruso with a side in the second, and looked second and moved to third on- ·-=================· 1 
Is. overcame a troublesome single and Tom Pallister star-· in full command of his pit- Pallister's grounder to the - quicker. The key to Meyer's 
fourth inning to pitch a com- ted things rolling with a walk. ches. . right side. Potochney hit the success is the fact that he does 
plete game victory. In what Frank Potochney, stroked an He began the fourth inning ball past a drawn-in infield for. not walk many batters. He 
was probably his most self- rbi single and later scored on by walking Caruso, the lead- another run and came around puts the ball in play and hopes 
sal isfying performance, Meyer Paul Serino's hit. After off batter. Bill DeTorres to score when Rich Valen- the defense will take care of 
W£l.L 71-11:.RE.. YOO HAVE IT FOLKS! APT"£!? 511/AUiJWINGOVERN!NE.-I-IUNDRED 
5U~R-flDTJALAPENO PEPPiER:S,OLD ERNIE HERE ACTlJALLY 
P~EF/3.RS THE.7"ASTE DFOU> VIENNA t:ANAOIANBEER TOI+ 
NICE 6lA.SS OF 1-STEPCJVENCLEANER! WADPYASAY,E.RNI~? 
.. 
I 
11/E ff tJlUJW PINYOPAPI;RS? J!IASN'T7HAT W/111 /MRCEU..O lJ.JBRiCA!fT.E? 
SURE.,.ANO lJOR!S MENZE5PIAYEl)11/E OL.PBYPSYfRIEST!N1HESCE/v£ 
WHGRE 1llciTlJRNSJ l..CCE,E7ffc f:,/RAFF5 IN711£ CH!NESERE:5TAlRAVT..; -
. -
QI<. PAC.Kro Y~ 
FRANl<,AT7HE 
CHIMP & GORl/1.A 
tJt. YMPICRNAtS! 
Most people_prefer Old Vienna 
lino's fly ball was lost in the the rest. "Agood defense like 
sun. Smith cracked anqther rbi we showed today makes the 
single to make the score 7-3. pitcher's job a lot easier", said 
Meyer is the type of pitcher Meyer, who watched out-
that depends on a good defen- fielders Pallister and Barone 
se behind him. He does not . cut down two runners on the 
overpower hitters, he merely basepaths. The 1thaca infield 
moves the ball around with a ,urned two double plays. 
sharp breaking curve which 
makes his fastball look 
r.js:mm,cm:1~:i:m:!m:1:::i:m:m:z::=:::==::::==t:::::~~==~ 
ll,•st l>rin k.'4 A ,n,-.:hprp 
(.r,•fll .,,,;,,k1' & ,i.;Pafomi 
JJ urm.f'ri,•ndl_y .41mosphPn' 
Sitlf!-tl-l,0111! fji,lrn·&.Swunfoy 9:_.'J(J 
20:.!7 .~LATER VlLtE RI). 
Open: 
,... 
. 
ROUTE 79 EAST . 
PHONE 539-7724 
Tues.-Sat . 
. 5-1-
, ·--- ....... 
,. 
•, 
I 
I 
i 
' t 
' t to almost anyth~ .. g •. 
-This advertisement is a blatant attempt to-
persuade you to buy Old Vienna _beer. If you keep 
buying our beer, we'll keep running our cartoons. 
..DeWitt Mall • 273-% I rJ I 
. • ethnic night. • fresh fish or1 •
1 
·o·n Sunday weekends 
·_ ·.daily specials •.gourmet vr,qrJ,,r 1-,r 
· · · Old Vienna Canadian Beer 
.. ~~ . 
_ (ine int~rnational and original cuisine 
Imported by ~entu'ry Importers: 1~·, .. Baltimore, Maryland " .•-= .. -·-·- .-·-·-·-I atM a aa - a - -· H ZE - M 
~. 
•C. 
.. -
- ,. 
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CREW AT HEAD OF CONNECTICUT-REGATTA 
' . ~ ' . 
by Michad Semler 
The Ithaca College Men's 
Crew team travelled to Mid-
dletown, Conn. to participate 
in the annual Head of the 
Connecticut Regatta. 
Ithaca entered six boats: 
an "A" and "B" boat in the 
lightweight class, three at the 
intermediate class and one at 
the heavyweight class. Two of 
the three intermediate entries 
were freshman boats while the 
other boat was 'comprised of 
lightweight and heavyweight 
upperclassmen. 
In the lightweight race the 
"A" boat came in 14th place 
with a time of 18:47 while the 
"B" boat came in 19th place 
with a time of 20:13. The 
winner of the race was the 
Dartmouth "A" boat with a 
time of 17:36. 
According to head coach 
Ward Romer both of the boats 
could have done better if they 
didn't have the disadvantage 
of starting in the last two 
pos1t1ons. 
- Romer said, "Not having a 
boat behind them, chasing 
them down the course might 
have hindered their perfor-
mance. They just seemed to 
lack the urgency and weren't 
aggressive enough." 
The intermediate race tur-
ned out to be the most enter-
taining of the day. During the 
race, one of the Ithaca fresh-
man eights collided with a 
Coast Guard Academy boat. 
As a result of the crash, John 
Karnath lost his oar. Seeing 
that he could not retrieve his 
oar and knowing he would 
only be extra weight for the 
remainder of the race, the 
frustrated oarsman simply 
jumped over the side of the 
boat and franticall','. waved 
them on to continue the race. 
Luckily a police launch was 
close by and fished him out of 
the cold Connecticut River. 
That's not your average oar-
sman! 
IC Passes on right 
The· intermediate "open" 
boat did quite well, 18th place 
out of 40 . boats. Freshman 
coach Dan Robinson was quite 
pleased with both of his 
freshman boats .especially sin-· 
ce it was their first race. 
Unfortunately for the var-
sity heavyweights the Coast 
Guard· reported a tanker that 
was coming directly up the 
race course, and subsequently 
· their race was"officially" 
cancelled. However, since 
none of the crews could see the 
tanker they decided .to race 
down the course anyway. 
Even though it was unbof-
~ ~·~-~ 
.-~;~ 
,.&4)r~ 
ficial, the Ithaca boat kept up crews to Hoston. 
with quite a few excellent Freshman _ coach Dan 
crews, som thought to be out Robinson will also be sending 
of Ithaca's league. one of his' crews. to row in the 
"Coming · off a slow start · Youth Eight event. 
this fall the heavy's continue · Romer will be sen.ding the 
to improve. They seem en- much improved Varsity 
thusiastic this week after their heavyweight boat, the varsjty 
piece at the Connecticut. They lightweight boat and a "mixed 
are starting to get aggressive eight", made. up of four men 
and are looking sharp," and four women. 
Romer said. When asked about the 
This weekend is the Head of Regatta,. Romer said, "With 
the Charles Regatta. "This the added conditioning and 
week I am going to emphasize the enthusiastic attitude the 
conditioning. The gang has fellows have had this week, 
been working hard but we will I'm sure o_ur crews will do 
have to go just a little far- quite well." 
ther, "Romer said. 
Romer will be sending three 
Colgate Edges IC; .9 .... 7 
By 'Michael Ayala 
Ithaca College's J. V. foot-
ballers hosted a tough Colgate 
team this past Friday and 
came out on the losing end of 
a 9-7 decision. The loss drops 
the young Bombers record to 
1-2 on the season. 
From the outset the game 
was hard hitting and had all 
the making\ of a defensive 
struggle. Colgate went in at 
half with a-3-0 lead on a field 
goal by Mike Tuckett in ~~e first 
quarter. 
Ithaca opened the second 
half with an imp~ssive drive 
to Colgate's 20 yard line only 
1 
n, 
· .. -il' l ~tY) 
to be turned away _ by a 
tenacious Colgate defense • 
Coach Spencer explained the 
lack of execution of the offen-
se, "our offense is a highly 
skilled offense and it takes 
time to get used to. · As they 
say, you live or die by the op-
tion. Each week we·get a little 
better and that is our main ob-
jective." 
On Ithaca's next posession 
great work by the offensive 
line and precision engineering 
by freshman Quarterback 
Kurt DeLuca allowed Ithaca 
to go up 7-32. 
Spencer cited his offensive 
.l" 
Fr~e safety 
une tor their outstanmug 
playing calling their work in 
the trenches, "The highlight 
of our game." Center ·Mike 
Day, guards Terry Emmons 
and Frank Cuito and tackles 
Joe Debellis and Don 
Weichoff all played extremely 
well. 
The defense was also 
praised by Spencer but one 
letdown cost Ithaca the game. 
Colgate scored on their first 
posession after the Bomber 
touchdown shifting momen-
tum back in· their favor. A 
- iouch down pass gave Colgate 
the final score making it 9-7 as 
Bob 
Campese intercepted 
two passes, caused 
a fumble, and was in-· 
volved in seven 
tackles to .pace a 
tough-Bomber defen- .. 
. se in Ithaca's 30-8 win 
over Springfield this 
past Saturday. 
For a strong per .. 
formance, the 
Ithacan lionors 
Bob Campese as 
Athlete of the Week. 
1ney m1ssea me extra pomt. the ball well on many oc-
Late in the game Ithaca had casions only to stop ourselves 
a chance to take the lead but a before we can score." 
missed field goal and a stalled Overall, Spencer was im-
drive doused their chances. pressed by the losing effort 
Ithaca was given one last and he feels that the Bombers 
chance with 14 seconds · are one of the better 1-2 foot-
remaining in the game but they ball teams around. He also 
"seemed to lose poise on their stated the fact that, "critical 
two minute game" as Coach errors at critical 
Spencer put it. _ times during the game have 
Once again Ithaca stalled on cost us both games." 
their opponent's 20 yard line 
after moving impressively 
from Colgate's 30. Coach 
Spencer sees the 20~ard line ,. 
-as. "a brick wall for 
our defense. We move 
. ' 
__,,. 
,:..· 
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THE BR'ONX ZOO 
When Robert Merrill sang; 
"and the rockets· red glare, the 
bombs bursting in air'.. he 
thought he was singing about 
Fort McHenry. Little did he 
know that just seven innings 
later, those patriotic hoodlums 
in the outfield bleechers would 
bring the inspiration for the 
National Anthem to the 
. Bronx.· 
A dazzling disp.lay of light, 
color and incredible stupidity, 
the (ireworks set off in the 
stands were the perf\!ct com-
pliment to · the fireworks on 
the field. Perhaps spurred on 
by the antics of a returning 
hero who has been. known to 
use violence on umpire~. 
and marshmellow. salesman. 
the escapes from Creed-
more who populate Yankee 
Stadium showed the nation 
their intelligence by hurling 
garbage, bas~ball and money 
on to the fielcl. 
Tue-sday mght brought back 
ugly memories of the 1973 
National League Playoffs, 
when Reds manager Sparky 
Anderson pulled his team off 
the field when his players were 
being showered with debris at 
Shea Stadium. It took a trip 
out to the outfield by several 
Mets, including Willie Mays 
before order was finally 
restored. The fans were 
threatened with the possible 
forfiture of the game by the 
Mets if they didn't clean up 
their act and grow up. 
Not to be outdone by their 
. Shea counterparts, the 
animals of the Bronx Zoo were 
in prime form. Oakland out-
fielder Tony Armas was hit in 
the back by a baseball lobbed 
by some deranged patron who 
wanted to get a piece of the ac-
tion. The game had tp be held 
up for the grounds crew to 
come out and_ pick up all the 
money people were_ throwing 
at Reggie Jackson, as if ·ne 
wasn't paid enough by ,George 
Steinbrenner 
When the Yankees beat 
Milwaukee to clinch the 
American League East title, 
Yankee fans showed their ap-
preciation by storming on the 
field and ripping up everything 
that wasn't cemented in the 
ground. Two guys rushed up 
to the mound and frantically 
kicked and clawed at ii until it 
became a souvenir. Chunks of 
grass and bases disappeared in 
the melee. I can understand 
how bases could be collector's 
items, but what good is a hunk 
of sod after the·. grass dies, 
unless someone was resur-
facing t\teir front lawn? 
It must be terrifying for 
ballplayers to take the field, 
when the possibility that the 
nut who has been threatening 
Rick Cerone's life might be 
sitting in one of the more than 
50 thousand seats that fill the 
house that Lindsay built. It is 
more than likely that it is some 
loner who gets his or her rocks 
off by making the newspapers, 
but that's the same thing that 
was thought of John Hinkley 
and Mark David Chapman, 
who eventually got the fame 
they were looking for. 
Yankee Stadium, or any 
ballpark for that matter, is a 
huge place that holds 
thousands of people. Most 
Yankee fans are for the most 
•part intelligent students of the 
game who respect the ability 
and safety of the men on the 
field. · There are those nuts, 
however who feel the'ne(!d to 
take the spotlight away from 
the players and shine it on 
themselves. They try to ac-
complish this by interrupting 
the game any way they can. it 
o STEAKS 
Stat,onmaster -. o -PRIME RIBS 
Joe C,asch,·s " LOBSTER 
unique restaurant & MANY OTHER 
DELICIOUS 
1-·on RESERHTIO.'\'S PLEASE PIIONE ENTREES 
q ~ ~ o ~ ~ A A THE WAITING ROON/ ~ 6 &I 6:1 &a \id ~ THE BAGGAGE ROOM/ 
LOCATED IN THE FORMER RAILROAD PASSENGER THE TICKET OFFICE 
COCKTAIL LOL'SGE 
STATION ON TAUGHANNOCK BOULEVARO AT THE BA!liQl'ET FACILITIES 
FOOT OF WEST BUFFALO ST TO ZOO 
For Men & Women 
Mexican Wrap 
Sweater 
100% IM:>ol $3$95 
Tweed & Striped 
Jerga Shirt 
100% Cotton 
~1495 
House of Shalimar 
On Ille Commona 273-7339 
Pyramid Mall 257-2222 
It is the same mentality, 
lack of, that prompted the 
Lennon and Reagan 
shootings. 
Baseball is in enough 
trouble as it is. It does not 
need ugly incidents that 
threaten the safety of the fans 
and ballplayers. 
• • • • 
Yankee pitching ana the 
Dodgers bats will carry them 
to wins in their respective 
league championships. 
Looking toward the Series, the 
Yankee staff should check the 
Dodgers. Guidgy Righetti and 
John will stop Cey, Garvey 
and Baker and in case they get 
into trouble, Goose and Davis 
will slam the doors. Yankees 
in 6. · 
,,, 
yougo.tomy~ 
FOR YOUR NEXT .f-lEAD TRIP, 
TRY . HAIRY CANARY. WE 
SPECIALIZE IN NATURAL 
CUTS; HENNAS AND PERMS 
FOR BOTH OF YOU. 
RIRYCElnARY 
116 N. CA YUGA STREET (Inside the Clinton House) 
273~2221 
TIME_TO 
DUST'EMOFF 
AND 
GET'EM 
READYU 
SPlEC.IIAL SAVINGS: 
Bring in your skiis. We'll fill the nicks 
and gougesJ wet-belt grind the bottoms, file 
the edges, then wax. scrape and buff. all for 
$13.00 (normally $18.00). Bring your boots 
along too; for just $2.00 more we'll 
include a release check. 
LIMITED OFFER 
!ENDS NOVEMBER :1..0'Jl'ID. 
"YOUR FULL SERVICE SKI SHOP" 
1001 West Seneca Street O 272-6944 
Catch 'All The Action Of eo·mbers Football '81 
~00@~[6-~@001r ~1r Q w~Q a,:r~~,#-\ 
~aturd.ay Octob·er. 17 ·at 8p.m. on Channel~ .WICB-TV 
Sponsored ·ay: Shortstop - The 24 Hour Deli Store.·~haca Tim~s ,T.G. Miller's Son~ Paper c;.·Bolton's Donut ·The North Forty·Plum's 
The Ithacan • Cornell Daily Sun~reg's D~li 
,',. 
' ' 
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Bombers Win 
On- Rug, 30-8 
By Doug Clauson 
Ithaca College used a 
stinging defense and 210 yards 
passing from Cory Davies to 
defeat Springfield College 30-
8, this past saturday at Sp-
ringlfield's Benedum Field 
"We_ just swarmed over 
Springfield-- defensively, "said 
bomber Coach Jim Butter-
field, "We never gave them an 
opportunity to do much, ex-
cept for some sprint out-type 
plays. We bent and bent, but 
did not allow the - big · play 
against us." 
The Bomber defense held 
Springfield scoreless until the 
fourth quarter. IC which 
played without the services of 
leading tackler Bill Rosecrans 
(leg bruise), received some 
outstanding • defensive -play 
from safety Bob Campese and 
Kevin Vogt. Campese inter-
cepted two passes, caused a 
fumble and was involved in 
seven - tackles. Vogt made 
seven unassisted tackles and 
assisted on three more from 
his strong safety position. 
While the Bomber defense 
was holding Springfield in 
check, the offense rolled off a 
23-0 first half lead. Following 
an Ed Kracke field goal in the 
first quarter, halfback· John 
Koob broke loose for a 45 
yard score to give Ithaca a 10-
0 lead. 
The touchdown by Koob 
ignited the Ithaca offense. 
Quarterback Cory Davies 
threw two key aerial strikes to 
Jeff Lacey and Jim Duncan to. 
set up another score, a I-yard 
run by Koob. 
Davies who was 9 for 17 for 
210 yards, hit his favorite 
target Jim Duncan on a 52 
yard touchdown pass to close 
out the first half scoring: "lt 
was a great win for us because 
we weren't sure what we 
would see when we got to 
Springfield, "said Butterfield. 
"We were much more 
agressive on offense, and 
Cory's putting it all together 
was a big part of the win.'' 
The Bombers· received a 
strong game from their offen-
sive backfield. With Gerry 
Cooper out for the season 
following knee surgery, Koob 
combined with Leon Capers 
and Kevin Didio rushed for 
close - to· 200 yards and three 
touchdowns. 
Saturday's game was "ex-
tremely physical" according to 
Butterfield, and the artificial 
surface was harder than the 
usual grass the Bombers are 
used to playing on at South 
Hill Field. Many key_ injuries 
were suffered on Saturday, as 
players from both ·sides were 
hurt. 
Ithaca's biggest loss canie 
INSIDE 
THE COLUMN: 
Inside the Bronx Zoo ..... •Po 19 
I.C .. CREW: 
Take Me to the (Charles) River . 
. . p.18 
PRO.PICKS: / 
New Leader in Fifth Week .. p. 17 
-BEST ATHLETE:. 
· A.Perfect "10" ..... ~. . p. 18 · 
I, 
when All-American linebacker 
Dan Lanoir -banged up his 
knee and was Jost for the 
season. Lanoir a two year 
starter was Ithaca's second 
leading tackler. Cornerback 
and punter Dave Whalen also 
suffered a knee injury and his 
~ituation for the rest of the 
season is questionable. 
Receiver Jim Duncan con-. 
tinued to break his way into 
the record books. Duncan 
caught three passes for 84 
yards and one touchdown, to 
become the all-time leader in 
receptions with 72, and in 
touchdowns with 106. He 
needs only 106 yards 
receiving and 67 yards on punt 
returns to. break those 'two 
records. 
"We did a good job against 
a strong division II school," 
said Butterfield. "They were 
bigger and stronger than us, 
but we outplayed them.--1 am 
very pleased with our victory 
because we beat a good ball 
club." 
Saturday's win gave the 
Bombers a 3-2 record with 
four games left, all of which 
will be played at home on 
South Hill Field. This Satur-
day, Ithaca hosts Brockport 
State, a 24-3 loser to Cortland 
State last week. 
"Brockport is a very 
agressive ball club and have 
.many good athletes on th.::-, 
team. They have a deceiving 
record, and I expect -many 
surprises from them, "said 
!Butterfield. 
Bomber Blasts-Quarterback 
Doug. Decarr is at 100 per-
cent, and will be available for 
action on Saturday. 
Rosecrans has been working 
out all week at his inside 
linebacker position and is ex-
pected to start. Capers is 
Ithaca's top active rusher with 
233 yards in 41 carries. Koob 
is right in tackles behind with 
211 yards in 33 carries. 
Sophomore Gerry Stryker is -
second in tackles behind 
Rosecrans, with a total of 43. 
The Bombers finish out the 
of the season at home, in-
cluding a big contest against 
powerful American Inter-
national College o·n Oct. 24. 
Brockport State is 1-4 on the 
year, and hasn't beat Ithaca 
since 1957. Kickoff is at I :30 
p.m. on South Hill Field. Live 
radio coverage will be 
provided by WTKO and 
WICB. Taped television 
coverage will be provided by 
WICB-TV channel 13 at 8:00 
p.m. on Saturd~y. 
Box-. 
SCORE 
Ithaca 
- Spring. 
3 20 
0 ., 0 
IC- Kracke 40 FG . 
0 
0 
7 -30 
0 -8 
IC Koob 45 run (Kracke 
kick) 
IC 1 run (Kracke 
kick 
IC- Duncan 52 Pa<;s from 
Davies (pass failed) 
S-Lewia 7 run (Collins run) 
IC-Didio 2 run (Kracke kick) 
A- 3047 . 
First downs 14 
Rushes-yards 233 
s 
18 
18 
254 
18 
254 
124 
Passing-yards 223 
First downs 14 
Rushes:yards 223 
Passing-yards 223 
Return-yards 66 
Passes 10-20-223 
Punts 5-31 
· 129 
11-26-124 
7-31 
2-1 -
10-94 
Fumbles-lost 4-2 
Penalties-yards 11-107 
Individual Leaders 
Rushing- IC, Koob 16-97. 
Capers 16-87. S,Collis 18-107 . 
Passing-IC, Davies 9-17-210. 
McVey 1-3-13. S, Collis 7-17-
74. 
Receiving-IC, Duncan 3-84. -
-Lacey 3-78, Finn 2-47. S, Coc-
"a 4-61,-Vella 3-35. 
Ch_ei-yrScOtt Sco1 Cs . 
Story oll~Pitge 16 
